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This is our tenth Royal Mail Group Corporate Responsibility Report. It covers 
our UK operations and includes performance data for the financial year 
2011-12. Given the significant improvements that we have made to our 
corporate responsibility strategy, the Report also contains reference to events 
that have taken place outside of the reporting period. Where that is the 
case, we make it explicit. Our last report was published in January 2012 and 
covered the financial year 2010-11.
 
On 1 April 2012, Royal Mail Group and Post Office Limited became sister 
companies. We have sought to separate out as much Post Office Limited 
data as possible in this Report. However, as Post Office Limited was part of 
Royal Mail Group up until the end of the financial year 2011-12, financial 
data includes Post Office Limited. In addition, the environmental data we 
have disclosed includes our Post Office Limited footprint. Our UK operations, 
including Post Office Limited, accounted for over 90 per cent of our employee 
base and 84 per cent of our revenues in 2011-12. All other data excludes 
Post Office Limited.
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Foreword Foreword

Foreword by 
Moya Greene, our CEO

As the sole provider of 
the Universal Service 
in the UK, Royal Mail 
is proud to connect 
customers, companies 
and communities. We 
deliver six days a week 
to over 29 million 
addresses. We make 
commerce happen.
Moya Greene
Chief Executive Officer

1  Financial data included in this Report includes Post Office Limited.

Sound fSound footinootingg
I aI am plm pleased teased to sao sayy tha thatt R Rooyyal Maal Mail has made good pril has made good progrogresess s in in 
ourour journey t journey toowwarards sustained prds sustained profitabilitofitabilityy. Our. Our new bus new businesiness s 
strstraatteegy is delivering. Ourgy is delivering. Our Gr Group operoup operaating prting profitofit11 marmarggin in 
has imprhas improved toved to 2.2 pero 2.2 per c centent fr from 0.4 perom 0.4 per c centent l lastast  yearyear. . The The 
businesbusiness is cash positive fs is cash positive foror the fir the firstst time in f time in fourour year years.s.

The past eighteen months have marked an important turnaround  
for the Group. One of the key developments has been the successful  
passage through Parliament of the Postal Services Act 2011, which  
received Royal Assent in June 2011. The Act sets a framework within  
which the Group could secure external capital.

Another development was the Pension Solution. On 1 April 2012,  
just after the year end, almost all of the pension liabilities and  
pension assets of the Royal Mail Pension Plan were transferred to  
HM Government. We are grateful to the Secretary of State and his  
colleagues at the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills for  
their commitment to delivering this milestone.

Finally, on 27 March 2012, again just after the year end, we were  
pleased with the introduction of a new regulatory framework.  
Our new regulator, Ofcom, recognised that the prior framework  
was not appropriate and that there was a very real risk to the  
sustainability of the Universal Service. The new regulatory approach  
provides us with increased commercial freedom, to better position  
us to earn a reasonable return on the services we deliver. This new  
approach underpins the regulator’s primary duty and commitment to  
safeguarding the Universal Service in the UK.

OurOur str straattegic aegic appprproachoach
The objective at the heart of our business strategy and our  
corporate responsibility strategy is the same – to ensure a sound and  
sustainable Universal Service for the benefit of everyone in the UK.  
To monitor the successful delivery of our business strategy, we have  
launched a new Strategic Framework. The Framework consists of 24  
blocks geared towards strengthening our commercial future and, as  
a result, the positive contribution we make to the UK’s economy and  
society.

Corporate responsibility (CR) is one of our strategic imperatives.  
Our objective is to be independently rated as one of the most  
responsible companies in the UK, as measured by the preeminent  
Business in the Community (BITC) Corporate Responsibility Index.  
In addition, many of the other Strategic Framework blocks contain  
corporate responsibility objectives, including Customer Interaction,  
People Engagement, Reputation Management etc.
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The BITC Index is one good way of assessing the strength of our  
sustainability programme. I’m pleased to say that we achieved  
Platinum, the highest ranking, for the first time in 2012, scoring 96  
per cent; up from a Silver ranking (87 per cent) in 2010.

Our new Corporate Balanced Scorecard, launched in 2011, is  
fundamental to our achieving sustained profitability and safeguarding  
the Universal Service. The Scorecard supports the implementation  
and execution of our business and CR strategies as it is linked to  
managers’ remuneration right across the business. It consists of  
four quadrants which each have equal weighting: People, Customer,  
Performance and Financial. These four areas are integral to achieving  
our business and CR strategies.

Just as we are improving the quality of our financial reporting, we  
are seeking to strengthen our sustainability reporting in our annual  
Corporate Responsibility Report. This year, we are reporting against  
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Index for the first time. Under the  
GRI, we have achieved a B+ rating. We will now seek to build on this  
performance in future years.

OurOur c contribution tontribution to the co the communitommunity y 
Royal Mail has a long heritage of contributing to the communities  
that we serve. We do this primarily through the Universal Service –  
connecting millions of customers, businesses, organisations and  
communities, including those in the most remote rural areas.

Our economic contribution to the UK is significant. In 2012, Royal  
Mail commissioned the Centre for Economics and Business Research  
(CEBR) to quantify our impact on the economy. The study found that  
we make a major contribution. Our core business ranks as the eighth  
largest in the UK in terms of our economic footprint. We contribute  
0.4 per cent to the UK’s total Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Including  
our wider economic impacts, that figure rises to 0.7 per cent of GDP,  
amounting to an annual economic contribution of £9.4 billion.

We directly support around 153,000 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs in  
the UK. In addition, a further 83,000 FTE jobs are supported through  
our core business in the wider economy, taking the total jobs impact  
to around 237,000 full-time posts – or 1 per cent of UK employment.  
The study also found that for every £1 paid by Royal Mail in wages,  
an additional 57p is generated elsewhere in the economy.

We are building on our contribution as an employer by supporting  
the Government’s campaign for vocational apprenticeships. We have  
several new apprentice schemes that aim to get marginalised young  
people into the workplace and to launch their careers. We have also  
introduced, for the first time, the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award  
scheme for apprentices on our Engineering scheme.

Our direct economic impact is supported by our active community  
investment programme. During 2011-12, Royal Mail contributed  
£10.4 million to charities, good causes and schemes for  
disadvantaged groups. In addition, our colleagues raised £3 million  
for many good causes across the country. In fact, the payroll  
generosity of my colleagues has earned us a Guinness World Record.  
Since 1989 we have donated more than £45 million to 975 charities  
and good causes across the UK. 

Among the highlights of the past year was the creation of a new  
Charity of the Year programme. This follows a four-year association  
with children’s charity Barnardo’s, during which time we raised  
£2.6 million. For the first time, Royal Mail has committed to matching  
funds raised by colleagues, penny for penny, up to £1 million a year  
for each of the two years of the Charity of the Year partnership.  
Our people voted for Prostate Cancer UK, from a shortlist of three,  
as our first charity partner under the revamped programme. As  
part of our ‘everyone’s a winner’ approach, however, we are also  
supporting Alzheimer’s Society and Whizz-Kidz as part of this  
programme, which runs until autumn 2014.

OutlOutlookook  
We are in a stronger financial position, but much remains to be done.  
Our margin is improving, albeit from a very low base. Our strategies  
and initiatives are geared towards delivering, in time, a more  
commercial margin as compared to other successful postal operators.

Very few companies face the prospect of continued change on the  
scale that we do. I am very grateful for the continued help and  
support we have received from HM Government. I also thank our  
union colleagues for their ongoing engagement and constructive  
challenge to ensure our success. And, most of all, I would like to  
thank all our colleagues across the Group. I know what we are asking  
of them is difficult. I am grateful for their continued dedication, hard  
work and commitment. They continue to be the main driver of our  
success as we look towards a secure and profitable future.

Royal Mail is not just any company. It occupies a privileged position in  
UK society. And with privilege comes responsibility – to our colleagues,  
customers and communities. . 

Moya GreeneMoya Greene
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About Royal Mail
About Royal Mail About Royal Mail

As the sole provider of the Universal Service 
in the UK, Royal Mail reaches everyone. 

Who we are 
As the sole provider of the Universal 
Service in the UK, Royal Mail Group 
reaches everyone. We deliver six days a 
week, to over 29 million addresses across
the UK, at affordable and competitive 
prices. 

Royal Mail is a key component of the UK’s 
economic and social infrastructure, providing 
services to private individuals, companies and
communities. Our postmen and women are 
an important part of their local communities. 
As a business, we make a major contribution 
to the economy, adding 0.7 per cent to the 
UK’s total GDP.†
 
Our businesses 
Royal Mail has a diversified business model 
– letters, parcels and data. The Group is 
organised into two main businesses: UK 
Parcels, International and Letters (UKPIL) 
and General Logistics Systems (GLS). 

UKPIL processes and delivers letters and 
parcels in line with its Universal Service 
Obligation. It is also the leading provider of 
collection and delivery services for express 
parcels through Parcelforce Worldwide. 

GLS delivers high-quality parcel and express 
services as well as value-added logistics 
solutions throughout Europe. GLS is one 
of the biggest ground-based parcel service 
providers in Europe today.  

Royal Mail Group Ltd and Post Office Limited 
became sister companies just after the 
reporting date, on 1 April 2012. In January 
2012, both companies signed a major 
commercial agreement, which provides  continuity and a close working relationship 
over the long term. 

Where we want to be
Where we are today. We are one of the 
UK’s most trusted brands. We connect 
customers and communities and make 
commerce happen.

Why we are changing. The UK postal 
services market has changed dramatically. 
We are transforming our business to succeed 
in one of the most liberalised and competitive 
markets in the EU.

We are proud to deliver the Universal 
Service. But, it does require a high fixed-cost 
network. The UK postal services market has 
changed dramatically in recent years. Our 
strategy aims to tackle the key challenges 
facing Royal Mail to build a sustainable, 
diversified business, secure the future of the 
Universal Service and attract external capital. 

Transforming Royal Mail
We are in the midst of one of the largest 
transformation programmes in the UK, as 
we adapt a network traditionally focused 
on letters, to one which handles more and 
more parcels. Our strategy is to create a 
more customer-focused company, run 
on commercial lines, where we convert 
increases in parcel volumes into profitable 
growth and manage structural decline in the 
letters business. During this transformation, 
we are committed to delivering to high 
Quality of Service standards for our 
customers across the UK. 

Transformation means:
• bec oming a more customer-focused 

company.
•  changing our business to become more of 

a parcels business as online retailing keeps 
growing.

•  successfully managing the decline in letters.
• taking ever y opportunity to become a 

successful and profitable business.

After the reporting date, in October 2012, 
we confirmed a £75 million, four-year 
expansion programme in Royal Mail’s 
UK express parcels business, Parcelforce 
Worldwide. The expansion is expected to 
create approximately 1,000 new UK jobs. It 
will enable UKPIL to increase the number of 
express parcels it is able to handle by around 
25 per cent each year, in a market estimated 
to be worth £5.8 billion annually.

†  According to research undertaken by the 
Centre for Economics and Business Research.

Our future 
The Postal Services Act 2011 set out 
the steps Royal Mail must take to secure 
external investment. We have made good 
progress restoring the Group to financial 
stability, obtained significant deregulation and 
secured European Commission approval for 
the transfer of almost all of the Royal Mail 
Pension Plan’s pension liabilities and pension 
assets to HM Government.

Preparations are now under way for the 
sale of Royal Mail Group. Obtaining external 
capital is a key part of the transformation 
process as we become a more parcels-
focused business and make the investment 
in technology to do so. The structure and the 
timing of the transaction is a matter for the 
Government. All options are being considered 
and there can be no certainty about the 
outcome.

Recent milestones

1. Our pension solution 

2. A new regulatory framework 

3. Building a commercial future

Our pension solution
Our historic pension deficit was a significant 
financial burden. After the reporting date, on 
1 April 2012, following EU State Aid approval, 
we transferred almost all of the historic 
pension liabilities and pension assets of the 
Pension Plan to HM Government. This will 
improve our future cash generation as we 
complete our modernisation programme.

Group structure

Royal Mail Holdings plc

General Logistics Systems B.V.

Royal Mail Investments Limited Royal Mail Estates Limited2

Royal Mail Group Ltd2 Post Office Limited

A new regulatory framework
On 27 March 2012, Ofcom introduced a new 
regulatory framework. Ofcom recognised that 
the previous framework was not appropriate, 
that price controls had failed and that there 
was a very real risk to the sustainability of 
the Universal Service. 

We are now able to compete more effectively. 
The new regulatory approach provides us 
with increased commercial freedoms, to 
better position us to earn a reasonable 
rate of return on the services we deliver. 
However, there are still some challenges 
to be addressed. We continue to work with 
Ofcom to ensure Royal Mail can compete on 
a level playing field. 

Building a commercial future
After years of regulation that kept Royal Mail 
tariffs artificially low, we took the difficult but 
necessary steps to increase our prices. The 
increase is helping us to earn a reasonable 
rate of return for the work that we do. It is 
also enabling us to accelerate modernisation, 
ensure our commercial future and drive 
growth through investment in IT and 
development of the products and services 
customers most want. However, we recognise 
how hard any increase is for households 
and businesses at a time when economic 
conditions are so difficult. For Christmas 
2012, we offered stamps to people in low-
income households at 2011-12 prices (see 
page 25 for more information).

2  The UK Parcels, International and Letters (UKPIL) 
business unit is not a separate legal entity and is 
included within Royal Mail Group Ltd and Royal 
Mail Estates Limited.
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About Royal Mail About Royal Mail

OurOur fina financial perncial perfformaormannccee33 
The GrThe Grououpp’s’s f finainancncial perial perfformaormancnce e 
ccontinues tontinues too str streengthen. ngthen. All ourAll our main  main 
businesbusinesses arses are pre profitablofitable.e.
 
KKeey finay financial highlights in the yearncial highlights in the year  
ended 25 Marended 25 March 2012ch 2012
•  •  GrGrooup operup operaatinting prg profitofit af aftteerr modernisa modernisation tion 

ccoosts incrsts increased freased from £om £39 mill39 million tion too £211  £211 
millmillionion..

•  •  UKPILUKPIL r reetturned turned too o operperaatinting prg profitofit af aftteerr  
modernisamodernisation ction coosts of £2sts of £23 mill3 millionion  
ffollowinollowing a losg a losss of £120 mill of £120 million in 2011.ion in 2011.

• •  The GrThe Grououpp’’s overs overaall oll operperaatinting prg profitofit mar marggin in 
afaftteerr modernisa modernisation ction coosts sts (bef(befoorree other other  
ooperperaating exting excceptionaeptional itl items) increms) increased freased from om 
0.4 per0.4 per c centent in the pr in the previous yearevious year t too 2.2 per 2.2 per  
ccent. The ent. The marmargin rgin remains low cemains low coomparmpared ted too  
mamannyy other other major major posta postall oper operaattorors. s. 

ExtExternal rernal reevenue avenue and volnd voluummeses
•  •  GrGrooup extup externaernal rl reevenue incrvenue increased 4 pereased 4 per  

ccentent t too £9.5 bill £9.5 billion afion aftteerr two suc two succceesssive sive 
yyearears of decls of declineine..

Full year

To 27 March 2011 To 25 March 2012
Business unit performance £m £m

Group external revenue 9,156 9,532

Operating profit after modernisation costs 39 211

Free cash inflow/(outflow) (213) 234

•  •  ExtExternaernal rl reevenues in UKPIL, ourvenues in UKPIL, our c coorree UK UK  
businesbusiness, incrs, increased freased from £om £6.9 bill6.9 billion tion too  
£7.2 bill£7.2 billiion.on.

•  •  UKPILUKPIL’’ss domestic par domestic parccel volel voluumes wermes weree up up 
6 per6 per c centent during the year during the year. . TTrraditionaaditional l lleetttterer  
vvololuumes declmes declined ined 6 per6 per c cent.ent.

•  •  UKPILUKPIL par parccels rels reevenue incrvenue increased 10 pereased 10 per  
ccentent t too £2.6 bill £2.6 billion, driven bion, driven byy str strong ong 
grgrowowth in onlth in online rine reetailtailining. Rg. Reevenues avenues att  
GLGLS, ourS, our c continentaontinentall E Euurroopeapean n parparccels els 
businesbusiness, incrs, increased beased byy 5 per 5 per c centent t too  
£1£1.6 bill.6 billionion..

OutlOutloookok
WhilWhile oure our fina financiancial heal health has imprlth has improvedoved  
substasubstantiantiallllyy over over the last the last  18 months, ther18 months, theree  
is still moris still moree t too do.  do. AAccccommodaommodating incrting increasingeasing 
parparccel trel traaffic is one of the kffic is one of the keey ely elements oements off  
ourour  prprogogrraamme. Itmme. It incl includes becudes becominoming ag a  
much mormuch moree cust customer-fomer-focused cocused compaompannyy an andd  
genergeneraatting pring profitablofitable gre growowth acrth acrososs a rs a raangenge  
of new aof new annd existing prd existing products. Itoducts. It is abou is aboutt  
RRooyyaal Mail being rl Mail being ruun an allong cong commerommerciacial ll lines,ines,  
aand innd investing in newvesting in new, vita, vitall t technology as weechnology as we  
becbecome a morome a more pare parccels-driven businesels-driven business.s.  
HHencence oure our need f need foorr ext externaernal cal cappitaital, whichl, which  
is cis centrentraall t too our our tr traansfnsformaormationtion prproogrgraammemme..  
So tSo too is the sucoo is the succceessssfful cul complompletion of ouretion of our  
modernisamodernisation prtion proogrgraamme as we becmme as we become aome a  
mormore efficiente efficient a and effnd effective orective orgaganisanisation intion in  
evereverytything we do.hing we do. 

33    FFinancial data includes Post Office Limited.inancial data includes Post Office Limited.
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Our business strategy
Our business strategy Our business strategy

OurOur over overararching goal is simplching goal is simple – te – too bec become the bestome the best  
deliverdeliveryy a annd mard markketing mail busineseting mail business in the UK.s in the UK.

OverOvervviewiew
RRooyyal Mail has a clal Mail has a clearear tr traansfnsformaormation tion 
strstraatteegy in plgy in placace. Ite. It  is delivering ris delivering results. esults. 
WWee ar are addre addresessing the strsing the structucturural al 
decline in the trdecline in the tradiaditional ltional leettttererss mar markkeett  
bbyy impr improving efficiencoving efficiencyy acr acroossss our our  
operoperaations ations and adand adapting ourpting our networ networkk  
ttoo ac acccommodaommodattee the ever-incr the ever-increasing easing 
nunumbermber of par of parccels beinels being sent. g sent. 

OurOur busines business strs straatteegy has thrgy has three paree parts:ts:
FFiirrsstlytly,, t too  be brilliant at the basicsbe brilliant at the basics. . 
We need to become more efficient and
customer focused. This means completing
the automation of our core letters network,
reducing the hours taken to complete
delivery and getting it right first time, every
time.  

Secondly. , bubuilding a commercial future ilding a commercial future 
puts the onus on us to use the new
regulatory framework to earn a reasonable
return for the products and services we offer.
Last year, 80 per cent of our mail revenues
were subject to direct revenue control. Today,
this figure has fallen to less than 10 per cent.

Thirdly, we are continuing to respond to 
changing customer needs, building the
business outside our traditional revenue
streams to drdrive profitable growthive profitable growth. W. Wee ar are e 
developing our parcels, marketing mail and
data propositions to contribute to the future
success of a financially stable, diversified
Royal Mail.

BBeeing brilliaing brillianntt a att the bas the basicsics
We are implementing a fundamental change
in the way we work across our operations.
Our modernisation programme is one of
the largest of its kind in the UK. The aim of
the process is to make our operations more
efficient: increasing productivity, improving
the service our customers receive and
reducing the cost of the Universal Service.
Modernising means improving every aspect
of our operation: collections, processing,
sorting and delivery. It also means reducing
the hours it takes to process and deliver the
mail.  

Managing the changing mail is a key
part of the modernisation programme.
Parcels require more space to process and
transport, and demand more customer
interaction on delivery. We are issuing our
postmen and women with handheld Postal
Digital Assistants to provide track and trace
facilities as part of our service offering. As
at September 2012, more than 47,000 of
these devices have been deployed during the
modernisation programme so far. We are
expecting operational front-line productivity
improvements of around 2 to 3 per cent
this year as we continue our modernisation
programme. 

BBuuilding a cilding a commerommercial fcial fuuttuurree
Alongside modernising our operations comes  
the need to build a commercial future.  
Ofcom’s new regulatory approach, announced 
 just after the end of the financial year, is  
a key step. The new regulatory approach  
provides us with increased commercial  
freedoms. However, there are still some  
challenges to be addressed. We will work  
with the Government and Ofcom to ensure  
Royal Mail can operate on a level playing  
field. We are also focused on the significant  
benefits that the new regulatory framework  
has provided.  

The Postal Services Act, passed in June  
2011, paved the way for the Post Office  
and the Royal Mail Group to become sister  
companies in April 2012. The two companies  
have signed a major commercial agreement,  
which provides continuity and a close  
working relationship over the long term.  
The mutual commercial success of both  
companies is best served by Royal Mail and  
the Post Office working closely together for  
the benefit of customers. For our revised  
Group structure, see the diagram on page 7.

Driving prDriving proofitfitablable gre groowwthth
The third and final part of our business  
strategy is to create profitable revenue  
growth in marketing mail and parcels to  
counter the decline in the traditional letters  
market. Royal Mail Group currently has a  
£4.2 billion revenue-generating parcels  
business that includes UKPIL’s Royal Mail  
UK network, Parcelforce Worldwide and  
GLS. Parcels made up 48 per cent of Group  
revenue across the year. Our UKPIL parcels  
business grew its revenue by 10 per cent,  
while GLS’s underlying revenue grew by  
4 per cent.. 

Growing our parcels business is a key  
strategic priority for us. By 2016, online  
retailing is expected to account for 12 per  
cent of the UK’s overall retail spend. In  
addition, UK consumers will buy products  
online from overseas providers, benefiting  
both our parcels and international  
businesses. Royal Mail Group is well placed  
to benefit from these growth trends.  
Our parcels businesses are best-in-class  
operators in their respective markets. 

We are also developing our marketing mail  
business, which contributed £1.1 billion in  
revenues in 2011-12. The new business,  
MarketReach, was launched in July 2012.  
Utilising our own assets, and with the  
support of several partners, it offers a  
full service solution for businesses, large  
and small, covering creative development,  
production, distribution and customer data  
management for advertising mail.

ThrThree pointee point pl plaann
TherThere are are thre three main ee main parparts tts too our our  plaplan. The n. The 
firfirstst two need t two need too ha happppen aen att the sa the same time me time 
tto achieve the thiro achieve the third one – drive prd one – drive profitablofitable e 
grgroowwtth.h.

(1) B(1) Bee brillia brilliantnt a att the basics the basics

SStatayy saf safee a att a all times. ll times. This is ouThis is ourr  
ttop prioritop priority.y.

HitHit our our q quuaalilitty tary targgets.ets.

Modernise ourModernise our oper operaations.tions.

OffOfferer the right the right pr products aoducts att the right the right pric price in ae in a 
chachanging anging and cnd coompetitive marmpetitive markket.et.

WWororkk t tooggetherether usin using the g the WWorld orld CCllasass s Mail Mail 
prprogrograamme tmme too mak make impre improvements aovements and nd 
drive up safdrive up safetetyy, cust, customeromer ser servicvice, qe, quuaallitityy a andnd  
prproductivitoductivityy..

(2) B(2) Build a cuild a commerommercial fcial fuuttuurree

FFix ourix our fina financnces aes and and atttrtractact priv privaatte e 
cacappitaitall..

BBuild struild strong rong reelalationships with ourtionships with our u unions so nions so 
ttogetogetherher we wor we workk t too ac achieve ourhieve our p plalann..

BBuild on ouruild on our str strong brong braand and and rnd reputaeputation.tion.

(3) Drive pr(3) Drive profitablofitable gre growowthth

GrGrow ourow our parparccels businesels businesses ases and nd 
prprovide provide premieremier l leetttterer ser servicvicees.s.

GrGroow ourw our r reevenues bvenues byy sell selling new aing new andnd  
imprimproveoved mard markketing maieting mail serl servicviceses..

LauLaunch new sernch new servicvices fes foorr busines businesses ases and nd 
cconsuonsumermerss..

Case 
study:
Growing our parcel 
business

Royal Mail Group is more than just a 
UK-focused, letter delivery business. 
We are leveraging our capacity, 
reach and expertise to grow 
profitable revenue streams in parcel 
delivery, among other services. 
Growing our parcels business is a 
key part of our strategy as we seek 
to attract external capital. 

Our parcels business has three 
networks in the UK: Royal Mail’s 
UK parcels operation, Parcelforce 
Worldwide and Royal Mail Specialist 
Services. Internationally, it has Royal 
Mail International (which uses Royal 
Mail’s UK parcels network) and our 
European parcels operator, General 
Logistics Systems (GLS). 

These businesses handled 1.2 
billion parcels over the last 12 
months. This represented a 6 per 
cent increase in UKPIL domestic 
volumes and a 3 per cent increase 
in GLS volumes. Total parcel 
revenues for the year stood at 
approximately £4.2 billion, with GLS 
generating £1.6 billion.

Looking forward, we need to 
continue to improve customer 
experience and increase cost 
efficiency across all our parcel 
businesses. Our strategy is to 
maximise profitable revenue growth 
by utilising our multi-network 
parcels platform in the most 
competitive markets. We are also 
continuing to focus on our presence 
in the business-to-business market, 
which is closely linked to GDP 
growth.
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The objective at the heart of our business strategy 
and our corporate responsibility strategy is the 
same – to ensure a sound and sustainable Universal 
Service for the benefit of everyone in the UK. 

Our foundations
Royal Mail has a long heritage of 
contributing to the communities that we 
serve. We do this primarily through the 
Universal Service – connecting millions of 
customers, businesses, organisations and 
communities, including those in the most 
remote rural areas. 

Our economic contribution to the UK is 
significant. In 2012, Royal Mail commissioned 
the Centre for Economics and Business 
Research (CEBR) to quantify our impact on 
the economy. The study found that our core 
business ranks as the eighth largest in the 
UK in terms of our economic footprint. We 
contribute 0.4 per cent to the UK’s total GDP. 
Including our wider economic impacts, that 
figure rises to 0.7 per cent of GDP, amounting 
to an annual economic contribution of £9.4 
billion. 

We directly support around 153,000 full-time 
equivalent (FTE) jobs in the UK. In addition, 
a further 83,000 FTE jobs are supported 
through our core business in the wider 
economy, taking the total jobs impact to 
around 237,000 full-time posts – or 1 per 
cent of UK employment. The study also found 
that for every £1 paid by Royal Mail in wages, 
an additional 57p is generated elsewhere in 
the economy. 

Our direct economic impact is supported by 
our active community investment programme. 
During 2011-12, Royal Mail contributed 
£10.4 million to charities, good causes 
and schemes for disadvantaged groups. In 
addition, our colleagues raised £3 million for 
many good causes across the country. 

Our Strategic Framework 
The objective at the heart of our business 
strategy and our corporate responsibility 
strategy is the same – to ensure a sound and 
sustainable Universal Service for the benefit of 
everyone in the UK. To monitor the successful 
delivery of our business strategy, we have 
launched a new Strategic Framework. The 
Framework consists of 24 blocks geared 
towards strengthening our commercial future 
and, as a result, the positive contribution 
we make to the UK’s economy and society. 
Each block is underpinned by a measurable 
key performance indicator (KPI). The Chief 
Executive’s Committee reviews progress 
against all KPIs on a monthly basis.

Corporate responsibility is one of our 
strategic imperatives. Our objective is 
to be independently rated as one of the 
most responsible companies in the UK, as 
measured by the preeminent Business in the 
Community (BITC) Corporate Responsibility 
Index. In addition, many of the other 
Strategic Framework blocks include corporate 
responsibility objectives. Examples of these 
include:
•  Reputation Management – to ensure 

Royal Mail is seen as a customer, community 
and colleague-orientated company. 

•  Deliver what we promise – to increase 
customer satisfaction and advocacy of Royal 
Mail. 

•  World Class Mail – to reduce our 
environmental impact, our property-related 
CO2 emissions and the amount of waste we 
send to landfill. 

•  Optimise logistics – to optimise our 
fleet and deliver fuel and energy carbon 
reduction initiatives. 

•  Safety – to provide a safe working 
environment for all employees by 
continuing to promote a zero accident 
culture.

•  People engagement – to improve our 
employee engagement index year on year 
and drive increased employee satisfaction.

Our corporate responsibility objective 
The BITC Index is one good way of assessing 
the strength of our sustainability programme. 
Platinum is the highest Index ranking. Our 
aim is to maintain our Platinum ranking in 
the Index. We achieved this for the first time 
in 2012, scoring 96 per cent; up from a Silver 
ranking (87 per cent) in 2010. 

During the reporting period, we concluded a 
major review of our corporate responsibility 
and community investment strategies. The 
new strategies are aligned to our overall 
business strategy: to ensure a sound and 
sustainable Universal Service for the benefit of 
everyone in the UK. 
 
Our revised corporate responsibility strategy 
focuses on:
•  delivering economic and social benefit to the 

communities we serve.
•  managing our modernisation programme 

responsibly.
•  driving colleague advocacy of the Group and 

its community role.
•  reducing the environmental impact of our 

business operations.
•  communicating our management of 

corporate responsibilities openly and 
transparently.

Our Chief Executive’s Committee reviewed and 
approved our revised corporate responsibility 
strategy in November 2011. Progress against 
our corporate responsibility targets is reported 
to senior management on a monthly basis. 

Our Corporate Balanced Scorecard
The new Strategic Framework helps us 
monitor the successful delivery of our 
business strategy. Our Corporate Balanced 
Scorecard supports the implementation and 
execution of our strategy as it is linked to 
managers’ remuneration. It consists of four 
quadrants which are integral to achieving our 
business and CR strategies. The quadrants, 
which each have equal weighting, are: 

People – what our people think of our 
company.

Customer – what our customers think of us 
and how we deliver for them.

Performance – how well we are 
modernising our operations, including health 
and safety factors.

Financial – the financial health of the 
business.

The Chief Executive’s Committee receives 
monthly updates against Scorecard criteria. 
This is helping to drive responsiveness, 
accountability and alignment for our 
managers throughout the UK. 

Our Corporate Balanced Scorecard 

Customer
focus 

First Class retail
Quality of Service

Group operating profit

Free cash flow

Operating
costs

Group revenue

Delivery hours 
reduction

Net customer
satisfaction

Customer
complaints

Engagement

Safety

Process
sequencing

The four quadrants above (People, Customer, Performance and Financial) and their respective KPIs reflect 
our Corporate Balanced Scorecard for the year 2011-12. As the business changes, we may adapt our 
KPIs in future years to reflect changing priorities.
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Key facts 
•  42 mail centres have implemented World 

Class Mail. These centres process over 
90 per cent of our mail, meaning a very 
high percentage of our processing units 
have high environmental and safety 
standards.

•  The World Class Mail Manufacturing 
Association has recognised the progress 
and achievements of our people at eleven 
mail centres – Gatwick, Cardiff, Belfast, 
Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, Norwich, Greenford, 
Heathrow Worldwide Distribution Centre 
(HWDC), Edinburgh and North West 
Midlands – by giving them Bronze awards.

WCM: safety, quality and productivity
World Class Mail is a comprehensive system 
for step-by-step improvement to safety, 
customer service, quality and productivity. It is 
one of our Strategic Framework blocks. 

WCM is structured into ten technical 
areas, called pillars. These pillars cover all 
our operational activity, such as people 
development, the environment and cost 
deployment. Running in parallel to these ten 
pillars are ten management criteria. These 
include attributes such as management 
commitment and organisational competence. 
Each of the pillars has seven steps which must 
be completed in order to reach World Class 
status. 

World Class Mail audits
We rigorously audit the implementation 
of WCM programmes across the business. 
Audits can also celebrate the success of all 
those involved and help colleagues feel proud 
of the new standards for safety, quality and 
productivity achieved.

The 10 pillars of our World Class Mail programme

World Class Mail 
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Case study: 
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Remuneration 
Remuneration is linked to the achievement 
of Corporate Balanced Scorecard objectives 
for all Royal Mail managers, including the 
senior leadership team. Senior leaders 
with specific responsibilities for strands 
of our sustainability agenda are assessed 
against their performance in those areas. 
This informs their bonus and remuneration 
package. If the measures contained within 
our Corporate Balanced Scorecard are not 
met, the size of the potential bonus available 
to all managers is reduced. This system helps 
ensure that Royal Mail rewards performances 
and behaviours that will advance our key 
strategies.

Transparency 
We publish our Scorecard KPIs both in the
Annual Report and Accounts and in our
Corporate Responsibility Report. In addition,
we publish our performance internally on a
monthly basis on our Groupwide intranet.
All employees can access this information to
see how managers are performing against  
their targets. Our approach was shortlisted  
by the Chartered Institute of Personnel  
and Development in 2012 as an example  
of excellence in human resources. The full 
Corporate Balanced Scorecard KPIs are set  
out on page 17.

Communicating our performance 
Just as we are improving the quality of our 
financial reporting, in addition we are seeking 
to strengthen our sustainability reporting in 
our annual Corporate Responsibility Report. 
This year, we are reporting against the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Index for the first 
time. Under the GRI, we have achieved a 
B+ rating. We will now seek to build on this 
performance in future years. The GRI table is 
on page 56.

Benchmarking our performance 
In 2012, after the reporting period, Royal  
Mail voluntarily completed a Company  
Sustainability Assessment based on the  
Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI)  
methodology. The DJSI benchmarks  
companies’ sustainability performance in  
economic, social, and environmental criteria  
compared with peers from around the world.  
The assessment found that Royal Mail Group  
is positioned amongst the leading companies   
globally in sustainability.
•  • As one of the top-scoring companies in our  

sector, Royal Mail qualified for inclusion in  
the 2013 ranking and is among the winners  
of RobecoSAM’s sustainability distinctions.  
We achieved a bronze medal.

•  • Our overall score of 83 per cent ranks  
   Royal Mail among the DJSI World member  
   scores for our Industrial Transportation

      sector.  
       

       

•  We matched the best-in-sector scores 
for stakeholder engagement, corporate 
citizenship, corporate governance and fuel 
efficiency. 

•  We also performed strongly in human 
capital development and operational 
eco-efficiency. 

Our progress
Maintaining our Platinum ranking in BITC’s  
CR Index requires us to execute our CR  
strategy very well. We will undertake the  
following steps:
  •  Improve our disclosure of independently

verified social, ethical and environmental
performance data in our external reports
and communications.

• Proactively address any gaps in the CR and
sustainability benchmarks where we need
to improve performance and help drive
change in the business.

•  • Engage with external stakeholders, such
as non-profit organisations and investors,
to improve their understanding of our
approach and performance.

World Class Mail
World Class Mail is a key vehicle 
for driving our modernisation 
process through the engagement 
and involvement of all our people in 
continuous improvement. It is delivering 
improvements in safety, quality and 
productivity.
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Stakeholder engagement 
At Royal Mail, our relationships and business 
activities touch millions of people across 
the UK. These individuals interact with us in 
different ways depending on who they are and 
what they do. We rely on these individuals to 
help us grow as a company and succeed in 
the future. Listening and responding to their 
interests and concerns is therefore essential to 
our long-term success. 

In common with many businesses, we have 
identified and prioritised issues of importance 
to individuals and organisations that 
influence our success, using a stakeholder-
based approach. From this process we have 
defined our key stakeholders as Government, 
regulators, employees, unions, customers, 
business partners, suppliers, and the 
communities where we operate. How we 
address individual stakeholder groups and 
include their viewpoints within our business 
processes is covered at relevant points 
throughout this Report. 

Human Rights and Code of Business 
Standards 
Human Rights refers to “the basic rights and 
freedoms to which all humans are entitled”. 
After the reporting period, we launched an 
updated Code of Business Standards, in 
October 2012, which provides guidance on 
a variety of core human rights. In addition, 
human rights are integrated into all other 
relevant Groupwide policies. 

Our new Code of Business Standards (the 
Code) is a comprehensive set of standards of 
behaviour that we expect from our people. It 
is based on our six core values. These reflect 
the principles, beliefs and aspirations that 
guide our behaviour and shape our culture. 
The Code aims to help employees understand 
both what is expected of them and what they 
can expect from Royal Mail. All employees 
have a duty to uphold the standards set out 
within the Code. To help employees recognise 
how the standards apply to day-to-day work 
situations, the Code also includes tools and 
checklists to support them in doing the right 
thing.

Our values 

• We work safely

•  We have a passion to deliver for our 
customers

•  We have pride and care about what 
we do

•  We work together and treat each 
other fairly

• We are trusted to succeed

• We act commercially

Responsible Procurement Policy 
We work to ensure that we engage suppliers 
that act with respect for human rights. Under 
our new Responsible Procurement Policy, we 
require all suppliers to meet the ten principles 
of the United Nations Global Compact. These 
include provisions against labour abuses, such 
as forced labour and child labour, as well as 
prohibitions against corruption and bribery. 
With respect to human rights specifically, 
our procurement policy makes mandatory 
Principles 1 and 2 of the Global Compact for 
all suppliers. Businesses should:

Principle 1: support and respect the 
protection of internationally proclaimed 
human rights within their sphere of 
influence; and

Principle 2: make sure that they are not 
complicit in human rights abuses.

Royal Mail is also a participating member of 
the Public Sector Ethical Trade Working Group, 
which promotes the observance of human 
rights in European public procurement (see 
page 45 for more information).

Anti-bribery and corruption
Following the introduction of the Bribery 
Act on 1 July 2011, Royal Mail Group has 
strengthened its anti-corruption processes. 
Our anti-bribery policy adopts a strict 
zero tolerance policy towards bribery and 
corruption. Any breach of this policy, or any 
procedure implementing it, will be treated 
as a very serious matter and may result 
in disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment and reporting to 
the appropriate authorities.

Key performance 
indicators

The four quadrants below (People, Customer, Performance and Financial) have equal weighting. Together they are integral to achieving our 
business and CR strategies. We have disclosed progress against these quadrants throughout the Report.

KPI Measured by Key activities in the year

People

Safety Number of RIDDORsi per 1,000 people 
in the UK businesses.

Our Zero Accidents Programme, focusing on road safety risks, and our 
basic programmes on slips, trips and falls, continue to drive down the rate 
of accidents across our businesses.

Engagement

Customer focus

An annual survey measuring what our 
people think about Royal Mail, including 
leadership and strategic direction.

An annual survey measuring how 
focused our people are on delivering for 
our customers.

Our inaugural Employee Opinion Survey took place in spring 2012, with a 
69 per cent response rate.

Customer

First Class Quality of 
Service

Quality of Service for First Class retail 
products, including force majeureii 

adjustment.

As part of one of the most comprehensive change programmes ever 
undertaken in the UK, delivery revisions have taken place in 331 delivery 
offices across the UK. This is about a more efficient and effective Royal Mail.

Net customer 
satisfaction

Customer satisfaction scores on a 
number of issues, including price, 
service quality and customer experience.

A customer satisfaction questionnaire is completed by approximately 700 
business customers per month, helping us to identify key areas for action.

Customer 
complaints

Number of complaints captured by our 
iiiCustomer Service team.

We continue to take action to focus on redelivery, misdelivery, “Something 
for You” cards and redirections, with considerable progress in redirections 
and redeliveries.

Performance

Group revenue Group revenues. Price increases were implemented across the business, including an 8 per 
cent increase for letters in April and May 2011. Traditional letter volumes 
declined by 6 per cent during the year, while UKPIL domestic parcel 
volumes increased by 6 per cent in the same period.

Delivery hours 
reduction

Percentage year-on-year reduction 
in the gross hours spent on delivery 
activities.

Delivery revisions were completed in 331 delivery offices during the year, 
reducing the gross hours spent delivering mail.

Process sequencing Percentage of our mail sequenced into 
delivery order for our postmen and 

235 new, refurbished or upgraded processing machines were 
installed during the year.

women.

Financial

Operating costs Expenditure before modernisation 
and other exceptional costs for our UK 
businesses.

We continued our modernisation programme in our front-line operations 
and completed the reorganisation of Group central functions.

Group operating 
profit

Group operating profit before 
exceptional items.

An increase in Group operating profit was generated by necessary price 
rises and cost reductions.

Free cash flow Free cash flow excluding Royal Mail 
Pension Plan (RMPP) deficit payments 
and finance leases.

We focused on delivering the RMPP transfer, the sale of non-core 
activities and properties, and working capital management.

i Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations.
ii This accounts for the impact of factors beyond Royal Mail’s control, such as floods or the Icelandic volcanic eruptions.
iii We also provide detailed annual disclosure on customer complaints to our regulator, which is publicly available.
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acracrososs Rs Rooyyal Mailal Mail. . 

ExExecutive recutive responsibilitesponsibilityy  
•  • Moya Greene, our CEO, is ultimately  

responsible for corporate responsibility.
•  • Mark Higson, Managing Director,  

Operations and Modernisation, is  
responsible for all Environment strands of  
our corporate responsibility strategy. Mark  
sits on the Royal Mail Group Board.

•  • Shane O’Riordain, Managing Director,  
Strategy and Communications, is  
responsible for shaping and implementing  
our corporate responsibility strategy,  
including our community investment  
programme. Group Communications  
provides the secretariat for the  
Communications Action Group.

•  • John Duncan, Director of Human  
Resources, is responsible for all People  
strands of our corporate responsibility  
strategy.

• Mike Newnham, Chief Customer Officer, is  
responsible for all Customer strands of our  
corporate responsibility strategy.

• • Matthew Lester, Chief Finance Officer,  
is responsible for all financial reportinng  
and core sustainability issues, including  
procurement. Matthew sits on the Royal  
Mail Group Board.

RRooyyaal Mail Grl Mail Group Boup Booarardd  
The Royal Mail Group Board reviewed our  
new Group Communications strategy in  
September 2011. Corporate responsibility  
and community investment are integral to  
the Group Communications strategy and both  
were covered in the September presentation  
to the Board. The Royal Mail Group Board  
is also presented with monthly health and  
safety briefings. Additionally, the Board is  
regularly informed of progress against the  
Strategic Framework blocks, which includes  
corporate responsibility.   

CChhief Exief Executiveecutive’’ss  CCoommitmmittetee e
The Chief Executive’s Committee (CEC)  
approved our enhanced corporate  
responsibility and community investment  
strategies (in October 2011 and November  
2011 respectively).

All major corporate responsibility and  
community investment initiatives are  
reviewed and approved by the CEC on a  
regular basis.

CCommunommunicaicattions Action ions Action GrGroup oup
The Communications Action Group (CAG)  
considers all issues and events that present a  
good opportunity for the Group or that might  
present a reputational risk. Included within  
this remit is responsibility for shaping Royal  
Mail Group’s corporate responsibility strategy  
and consideration of all issues related to  
corporate responsibility, including those that  
are related to Royal Mail’s modernisation  
programme. Recent papers tabled to the  
CAG include a review of our performance  
in Business in the Community’s CR Index,  
and approval to participate in a Company  
Sustainability Assessment based on the Dow  
Jones Sustainability Index. The CAG meets  
monthly and is chaired by our CEO.

EnEnvivirroonmentnment  GGoovevernarnannccee BBoaoarrdd
The Environment Governance Board is  
responsible for driving our environmental  
strategy, defining targets and ensuring we  
deliver performance improvements. The  
Board meets quarterly and is chaired by the  
Director of Logistics, Euan McMurdo, who  
reports to Mark Higson, Managing Director,  
Operations and Modernisation. It consists of  
senior managers accountable for functional  
areas that underpin, or are responsible for,  
environmental performance in relation to  
material environmental issues.
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Transparency

We believe it is important to ensure information 
on our performance is comprehensible, and 
comprehensive, when possible.

Our agenda 
Royal Mail is committed to being open 
and transparent with our stakeholders. 
As a public institution we are legally 
obliged to be open about our operations. 
We also feel it is important to ensure 
information on our performance is 
comprehensible, and comprehensive, 
when possible.

Freedom of information requests 
Every day, Royal Mail receives questions 
about diverse aspects of our business. 
While we make every effort to respond to 
all requests fully, this is not always possible. 
As a commercial operation, we must decline 
some requests for information since answers 
could compromise competitiveness. Nor are 
we permitted to release any information that 
would be in breach of the Data Protection 
Act. In other cases, we do not hold the data 
requested. 

Last year, 604 requests were referred to our 
central Information Rights team. Of those, 
236 requests were answered in full and 
a further 111 requests were answered in 
part. There were 170 requests where the 
information requested was not provided 
because, for example, it would have damaged 
commercial interests or breached principles 
of the Data Protection Act. In another 
87 cases, the information requested was 
not held by us. These figures are broadly 
comparable to those from 2010-11.

We answered 57 per cent of FOI 
requests either in full or in part last year

Returned letters 
The overwhelming majority of all mail items 
we handle are delivered safely to the correct 
address. A very modest proportion prove 
to be undeliverable for a variety of reasons 
outside our control. These reasons include 
incomplete addresses, recipients who have 
moved without leaving a forwarding address, 
and the lack of return addresses. For these 
types of mail, we hold information on the 
amount of mail processed at the National 
Returns Centre in Belfast. 

Our National Returns Centre employs 
140 people dedicated to either returning 
undeliverable items of mail to the sender or, 
if this is not possible, securely disposing of 
undeliverable mail. In 2011-12, the Centre 
processed 21.1 million items. That should 
be set against the total of some 15 billion 
inland addressed items of mail we handled in 
2011-12.

The majority of items handled by the Centre 
are business mail. We store undeliverable, 
high-value items of mail for up to four 
months. The majority of items handled at the 
Centre have no sale value and, if undelivered, 
are securely disposed of and recycled. 
However, if an item is not claimed, and we 
can find no address to which to return it, 
and the item has some value, we put it out 
to auction. All the proceeds, minus a market 
rate commission for the auction house, are 
used to partially offset the considerable cost 
involved in seeking to reunite customers with 
items of undeliverable mail.

Mail security
We are serious about the security of every 
item of mail we collect and deliver. Our 
security team works round the clock to 
identify any threats to the network and we 
have robust measures in place to deal with 
any breaches.

Royal Mail Group will prosecute anyone 
found to be stealing or interfering with mail 
in England and Wales. The Procurator Fiscal 
deals with cases in Scotland. In Northern 
Ireland, this is the responsibility of the Public 
Prosecution Service. During 2011-12, 301 
former employees of Royal Mail Group 
were prosecuted in the UK. There are over 
150,000 UK employees and the number of 
prosecutions needs to be understood in this 
context.

Our security team proactively uses any 
available information to safeguard the 
integrity of the postal service. For the first 
time, we are releasing data on the team’s 
investigation into internal and external 
crime. The number of investigations into 
external crime remained fairly constant from 
2010-11, while there was a slight decrease 
in the number of new internal crime 
investigations.

Mail security 2011 2012

Number of prosecutions 312 301

Full criminal investigations 
into internal crime raised

993 771

Full criminal investigations 
into external crime raised

193 194

Dangerous dog attacks 
Unfortunately, dog attacks are a hazard faced 
by our postmen and women every working 
day. During 2011-12, there were 3,186 
dog attacks on Royal Mail people. These 
attacks cause great distress and, in too many 
cases, serious injuries. After the reporting 
period, the Group Chairman, Donald Brydon, 
launched an independent inquiry into the 
prevalence and consequences of dog attacks 
in the UK. The findings of the inquiry, led by 
former High Court Judge Sir Gordon Langley, 
were published in November 2012. The 
report highlights that the legal sanctions 
currently available in England and Wales 
when dogs attack people on private property 
are largely limited. Tougher measures are 
available under existing law against owners 
whose dogs attack people in public places. 
But, these sanctions cannot be applied where 

the attack takes place on private property. 
This means that for postmen and women – 
who each have to visit hundreds of private 
addresses on their delivery rounds every 
day – the legal protection against attacks by 
dogs is limited. The Langley Report calls on 
Parliament to repeal current legislation and 
provide a new statute which removes this 
loophole, enabling criminal sanctions to be 
taken against owners of dogs which attack 
people, wherever the attack takes place. 
It also makes two key recommendations 
related to Royal Mail, which we are now 
acting on. These are: 
•  taking a more robust approach to 

suspension of delivery for any addresses 
where dog attacks occur; and

•  actively pursuing legal action – or 
supporting our people in taking legal action 
– against the owners of dangerous dogs. 

57%
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We connect customers and communities and make 
commerce happen. Royal Mail is one of Britain’s 
most trusted brands.

Connecting customers 
Royal Mail has always played a crucial 
role in helping people engage with others 
in the community.

29 million
We deliver to almost 

UK addresses

W

115,000 
e collect mail from over

postboxes, often more than once a day

Key facts
As the sole provider of the Universal 
Service in the UK, Royal Mail Group reaches 
everyone. Whether our customers live in the 
centre of a large city or in a remote corner of 
the countryside, we will deliver to their door. 
And we will do so six days a week, one day 
more than most of our peers in Europe. 

•  Royal Mail handles over 58 million UK 
inland addressed items daily. 

•  We deliver over 1.2 billion parcels a year, in 
the UK and overseas. 

•  We operate six days a week, one day more 
than the EU requirement.

•  We delivered 92.7 per cent of First Class 
retail products overnight in 2011-12 as we 
pressed on with one of the largest change 
programmes ever undertaken in the UK. 
This figure is up from 92.6 per cent in 
2010-11.

Our overall strategy
Royal Mail is an essential part of the UK’s 
economic and social infrastructure. We make 
commerce happen by connecting companies, 
customers and communities. 

Businesses change as economies change. 
Royal Mail is doing the same thing. While 
letter volumes are declining, the number of 
parcels we handle is rising. 

We are focusing our energies and resources 
on meeting customers’ needs. 

We are modernising our business to become 
more efficient and customer responsive. 
This means improving all aspects of our 
operations – collections, processing, sorting 
and delivery. Our modernisation is one of the 
largest change programmes in the UK.

Reaching our goals
Our strategy is focused on meeting the needs
of our customers. This means delivering to 
the high standards our customers expect. It 
also means developing new services to better
meet changing customer needs. 

Our customer strategy is based around the 
following four pillars: 
•  understanding customer needs. 
•  fixing problems and getting to the root 

cause.
•  being easy to do business with.
•  driving up quality.

To help us achieve our aims, around half 
of our key performance indicators in our 
Corporate Balanced Scorecard are customer 
related. These include first class quality 
of service, net customer satisfaction and 
customer complaints. The Scorecard is set 
out on page 13.

Understanding customer needs 
We want customers to continue to choose 
Royal Mail. That depends on us becoming 
more commercially responsive, and providing 
market leading services. One way to improve 
customer service is by finding out what 
customers really think about Royal Mail; 
what they like and what they want to see 
improved. 

We know that customers want their parcels 
to be delivered at the first attempt – whether 
they are at home or not. Customers want 
to know where their items are in the mail 

 pipeline at any given time. They also want 
more flexibility to pick up their items at a 
time that suits them. 

 
Over the last year or so, we have introduced 
a number of new measures to better meet 
these needs.

Delivery to Neighbour
In 2011-12, we trialled a successful initiative 
to make it easier for people who are not at 
home during the day to receive deliveries. 
The trial, which enabled us to leave packages 
with neighbours, was rolled out in around 
748,000 homes in Edinburgh, Gatwick North, 
Hull, Norwich, Swansea East, Wigan and 
Bolton. We found that customers welcomed 
the convenience of items being delivered to a 
neighbouring address if no one was at home 
to receive them. Research by Consumer 
Focus revealed that 92 per cent of customers 
whose item was left with a neighbour were 
satisfied with the overall experience. 90 per 
cent of neighbours who accepted an item 
expressed overall satisfaction.
 
Following the success of the trial, after the 
reporting period, Royal Mail’s regulator, 
Ofcom, approved the regulatory changes 
that enabled us to roll out the Delivery to 
Neighbour programme across the UK from 
1 October 2012. Previously, Royal Mail was 
the only major delivery company not allowed 
to deliver to a neighbour as part of standard 
practice. Our new Delivery to Neighbour 
programme is part of a process of bringing 
Royal Mail’s terms and conditions more in 
line with other delivery companies.

Customer satisfaction
Our net customer satisfaction score has 
improved, standing at 36 per cent for 
2011-12, compared with 31 per cent for 
the second half of the previous year. We aim 
to increase customer satisfaction further in 
2012-13. 

In addition, our new ‘customer focus’ 
Corporate Balanced Scorecard measure 
tracks the way our people think about 
customers, putting them at the centre of 
business and operational decisions. We 
achieved a score of 70 per cent in our first 
year of measurement. 

Fixing problems 
Last year we received 439,600 complaints. 
This is up from 423,700 the previous 
year. However, this must be viewed in the 
context of 1.53 billion First Class retail 
items delivered on a next day basis in 
2011-12. We are working hard to improve 
performance in relation to customer 
complaints. 

We are focusing on identifying the root 
causes of complaints. We know that over 70 
per cent of the complaints we receive relate 
to one of the following issues:
•  not redirecting mail correctly or 

continuing to redirect when the redirection 
has finished.

•  delivery of mail to the wrong address 
(misdeliveries).

•  posting “Something for You” cards when 
someone is in to receive their mail, or not 
filling them out correctly.

•  not carrying out redeliveries properly; and
•  not obtaining signatures for deliveries that 

require them.



We are addressing these problems in a 
variety of ways. These include:
•  introducing dedicated redirections sorting 

frames to ensure they are carried out 
daily and we do not miss any. As a result, 
redirections complaints have reduced 
by 4 per cent.

•  ensuring that the correct procedures are 
carried out when using “Something for 
You” cards.

•  providing our postmen and women with 
more Postal Digital Assistants to capture 
signatures. We now have more than 
47,000 of these devices (as at September 
2012). These handheld electronic devices, 
issued to postmen and women during 
collection and delivery rounds, enable us 
to track mail at key points throughout the 
pipeline.

Work is under way to finalise a standard 
covering all undeliverable parcels and 
signed-for items. Our aim is to ensure that 
we treat all our customers consistently. 
The changes will include a business-wide 
standard for the time elapsed that is entered
on the “Something for You” card to ensure 
the customer can collect. We are also looking
into the number of attempts at redelivery 
that should be made before issuing a 
“Something for You” card.

Transparency 
As part of our commitment to being 
more transparent with our customers, 
we have also, for the first time, published 
investigations into internal and external 
crime in 2011-12 (see ‘Transparency’ on 
page 20 for more information).

Being easy to do business with 
It is important that our customers have 
confidence in our ability to deliver on our 
promises. That means being brilliant at the 
basics. We must continue to collect and 
deliver on time. We must be easy to do 
business with. 

Our duties to our customers include our 
aim to deliver items within a set period, and 
without loss or damage. In the case of our 
tracked products, we provide provision for 
compensation should any loss or damage 
occur due to our own fault. We also provide 
secure services for customers wishing to 
send valuable items, such as cash and 
jewellery. 

 
There are a number of items that we cannot 
deliver to protect the safety of our people,  
our customers and members of the public. 
These include poisonous, hazardous or 
infectious substances, flammable liquids and 
disposable waste. 

Communicating with customers: facts

Royal Mail operates across phone, web, 
email, online chat, SMS, face to face and 
Twitter. During 2011-12, we registered:

•  5 million telephone conversations with 
personal customers.

•  4 million messages and answers provided.

•  1.5 million telephone conversations with 
business customers.

•  7 million customers who received letters 
about operational transformation. 

Quality of service
Our far-reaching modernisation programme 
is one of the largest industrial transformation 
projects in the UK. Every process that we are 
involved in – collecting, transporting, sorting 
and delivering mail – is changing as a result. 
The overall aim is to make our network 
more efficient, increasing productivity and 
ultimately improving the quality of service to 
our customers. 

Here are just some of the recent efficiencies 
that are helping to create a more customer-
focused Royal Mail*: 
•  Our mail centres are now equipped with 

walk sequencing machines, which means 
three in every four letters are now 
route-ready for our postmen and women.

•  We have installed 64 intelligent letter 
sorting machines, easing the load 
considerably on our delivery centres.

•  New delivery methods are now in place in 
448 delivery offices, with another 908 to 
follow this year. 

•  We have upgraded and extended 225 
Integrated Mail Processing machines to 
date.

•  We have achieved sequencing of 75 per 
cent of the mail.

*  These statistics are as at the end of the 
2011-12 financial year.

But, we have not let any of this activity 
distract us from our ongoing obligations, 
while remaining easy to do business with. 
By the end of the year, we had succeeded in 
creating an infrastructure of fully modernised 
letter processing and exceeded our 
regulator’s fourth-quarter First Class retail 
delivery target – having narrowly missed the 
target for the full year during a period of 
substantial change. 

We delivered 92.7 per cent of First Class 
retail mail on time, against a target of 93 
per cent. Against the backdrop of the UK’s 
largest ever business transformation, we 
still delivered 1.53 billion First Class retail 
items on a next-day basis. We are proud that 
we exceeded our target of 98.5 per cent to 
deliver Second Class retail mail on time in 
2011-12.

Customer satisfaction survey 

What our business customers think:

• Customer satisfaction: 70 points.

• Easy to do business with: 67 points.

• Trustworthiness: 70 points. 

NB: These scores represent mean average scores.

Stamp prices
Stamp price rises came into effect on 
30 April 2012. We know that no one 
likes price increases when the economy 
is as tough as it is right now. The rises 
were necessary, however, to put the 
Universal Service on a sound, sustainable 
and secure basis. Our stamps are still 
good value compared with other EU 
countries. We do not believe there is an 
affordability issue with stamps, which 
make up a tiny proportion of people’s 
household spend.

In March 2012, we announced a Christmas 
Stamp scheme to support around 5 million 
customers from low-income households. For 
Christmas 2012, customers who are in receipt 
of Pension Credit, Employment and Support 
Allowance, Unemployability Supplement or 
Incapacity Benefit were able to buy stamps 
at 2011 prices - 46p for First Class and 36p 
for Second Class. We sent a leaflet out to 
every household in the UK to remind them 
of the details of the scheme and ensure that 
we support all those facing tight budgets this 
Christmas. 

Meanwhile, businesses that use meters 
benefit from discounts of up to 38 per cent 
on stamp prices. We also introduced a new 
payment option that offers an alternative for 
organisations – mostly charities – that cannot 
reclaim VAT.

Two companies working together
We will continue to work closely with Post 
Office Limited following its separation from 
the Royal Mail Group on 1 April 2012.

In June 2011, the Government voted in favour 
of the Postal Services Act. This paved the way 
for the Post Office and Royal Mail Group to 
become sister companies from 1 April 2012. 
A major commercial agreement between 
the two companies will guarantee that we 
continue to enjoy a long-term relationship. 
Post Office Limited will continue to be the 
Royal Mail’s retail arm, providing us with 
access to customers through the Post Office’s 
network of nearly 12,000 branches. We at 
Royal Mail, meanwhile, will remain the Post 
Office’s biggest customer.

Further information

Royal Mail’s products and services
http://www.royalmail.com/

Royal Mail customer service
http://www.royalmail.com/
customer-service

Parcelforce’s products and services
http://www.parcelforce.com/

Direct Marketing Association
http://www.dma.org.uk/
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Case study: 
BBusinesusinesses thrive thases thrive thanks tnks too R Rooyayal Mail l Mail TTrrackackeded

Parcel delivery is an increasingly important part of Royal Mail’s business. Growth in online  
retailing gives us an opportunity to build our capability in this area if we get fulfilment  
right.  

Serving businesses of every size, we connect them with their customers. We help  
enterprises thrive and grow. From their shops and warehouses to their customers’ front  
doors, Royal Mail Tracked gives businesses peace of mind and confidence in our ability to  
deliver their goods safely and in good time.  

Royal Mail is a key service provider for TalkTalk, a leading broadband supplier. TalkTalk  
sends out hundreds of parcels every week and needs to know where the goods are at  
any stage in the mail pipeline. Royal Mail Tracked enables them to do just that.  

“We use Royal Mail Tracked because we believe it is the best value for money,” says Mike  
Wakley, TalkTalk’s Head of Supply Chain Logistics. “We value the fact that the equipment  
that goes to our customers is fully traceable."

Case study: 
SStterling prerling praaiseise

One of Britain’s most northerly businesses, Orkney-based Sheila Fleet Jewellery, regards  
Royal Mail as “a lifeline”. We link one of Scotland’s leading creators of naturally inspired silver,  
gold and platinum pieces with many customers throughout the UK and around the world.

Having started out in a converted shed, the company now employs 55 skilled craftspeople in  
a dedicated workshop and showroom. As one of the Orkney Islands’ biggest and best-known  
exporters, Sheila Fleet counts on the expertise and dedication of the Kirkwall delivery office.

“We have used Royal Mail since the start of our business twenty years ago and know that the  
local team will always provide a service that truly does go the extra mile. Royal Mail’s networks  
cover the whole country and the air service to and from Orkney is invaluable,” says Martin  
Fleet, director of the business.

“Royal Mail enables us to send packages to customers throughout the United Kingdom with  
confidence that every parcel will reach its destination safely and on time. This is particularly  
important with internet shopping. We know that no other courier service can match Royal Mail  
in terms of price and speed of delivery. And Special Delivery comes into its own during the  
Christmas period. Royal Mail is an integral part of our business and we cannot praise the work  
they do throughout the country highly enough.”
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Our people

Royal Mail’s postmen and women meet our 
customers every day on the doorsteps of their 
homes and businesses. They are our ambassadors: 
a credit to the company.

KPIs 2010-11 2011-12

Total accidents 19,389 15,859

RIDDORs per 1000 staff in post 18.3 14.3

Days lost due to accidents 89,048 69,930

Total number of fatalities 5 7

Sickness absence (%) 4.1 4.04

Total number of bullying and harassment 
cases received

390 349

• We employ over 150,000 people in the UK.
•  38 per cent of our employees have been 

with us for more than 11 years; and 
16 per cent more than 25.

•  The turnover rate of our full-time 
front-line workforce is about half the UK 
average.

•  16 per cent of our workforce is female, and 
one in five (20 per cent) of management 
positions is held by a woman. 

•  Over 10 per cent of our workforce is from 
a black or minority ethnic background.

Performance
•  In our 2011-12 Employee Engagement 

Index, we scored 49% in terms of employee 
engagement.

•  In 2011-12, we invested a total of 
£14.2 million in training and skills 
development.

•  Reported accidents across the business fell 
by 26 per cent in the last year.

Key facts Employee strategic priorities 
We are a people business. Our people are 
daily ambassadors for Royal Mail. Almost 
no other company has daily contact with 
customers in the way that we do. We are 
proud to employ a rich and diverse mix of 
people who reflect the communities in which 
they live and work. 

Investing in our people is a key part of our 
business strategy. We have identified the 
following priorities: 
•  health and safety
•  modernisation
•  engagement
•  diversity, inclusion, dignity and respect
• learning and development.

Health and safety
We are committed to doing everything 
we can to reduce the number of 
accidents to zero over time. 

Key facts
•  RIDDORs (Injuries, Diseases and 

Dangerous Occurrences Regulations) 
per 1,000 people in the UK businesses 
reduced by 22 per cent compared with last 
year, outperforming our target. This is a 
Corporate Balanced Scorecard measure. 

•  In addition, the total number of accidents 
reduced by 19 per cent last year, and ‘lost 
time’ accidents reduced by 20 per cent 
compared with the previous year. 

•  Following development of the Feeling First 
Class online health assessment, we had an 
uptake of 2,547 employees by the end of 
2011-12.

Safety
One way we can improve awareness of 
health and safety issues across all our 
operations is to have more visible leadership 
from the top. Health and safety performance 
is now a standard agenda item at monthly 
Royal Mail Group Board meetings. All Board 
members and other senior executives also 
undertake rigorous safety training. Safety 
is one of the Corporate Balanced Scorecard 
measures. It is one of our Strategic 
Framework blocks, and it is one of ten work 
areas of our World Class Mail programme. 

We have found that when people are given 
the right time and tools to do their jobs, they 
work more safely. Through our WCM tracking 
system, we monitor work-related incidents, 
as well as near misses and identification of 
leading indicators. This helps us continue to 
achieve fewer work-related injuries.

22%
RIDDORs (Injuries, Diseases 
and Dangerous Occurrences 

Regulations) per 1,000 
people reduced by 22 per 

cent compared with last year, 
outperforming our target

Our safety programmes
The following activities are some of the ways 
in which we are working towards a zero 
accident environment:
•  World Class Mail continuous 

improvement – local teams in mail 
centres, delivery offices and logistics use a 
Safety Matrix to identify health and safety 
issues in the workplace and, using root 
cause analysis tools, work to reduce the 
risk of accidents occurring. 

•  Walk Risk Assessment Programme – 
this requires local units to identify risks on 
delivery rounds, ensure they are properly 
documented and take mitigating actions to 
reduce risks.

•  Zero Accidents Programme – this 
focuses on specific road safety risks. 
Training includes pre-use vehicle checks, 
followed by three hours of in-cab tuition 
with a qualified instructor, targeting the 
main causes of collisions experienced by 
our drivers. Collisions among our younger 
drivers have reduced by 52 per cent during 
the year as a result.

Performance (2011-12)
Last year, reported accidents and injuries 
at work reduced by 22 per cent. Annual 
reporting of RIDDORs (Injuries, Diseases 
and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations) 
now averages 14.3 accidents per 1,000 
employees. This exceeds our target of 15.6 
accidents per 1,000 employees, as well as 
marking an improvement on last year’s figure 
of 18.3 accidents per 1,000 people. 

It is with great sadness, however, that we 
report that during the past year, seven 
people lost their lives due to road traffic 
accidents involving our vehicles. Four of 
these were third-party fatalities. After each 
fatality we liaise closely with the authorities 
and also undertake our own independent 
expert safety investigation to establish the 
root cause of the accident. Our investigations 
take a ‘no blame’ approach so that we can 
effectively establish what can be learnt from 
the tragedy, and develop and implement 
action plans to avoid recurrences. Our 
findings are communicated across the Group 
and at the monthly meeting of our Board, 
where close attention is paid to the lessons 
we can learn. 

Dog attacks continue to present a hazard 
faced by our postmen and women. During 
2011-12, there were 3,186 dog attacks 
on Royal Mail people. Our Group Chairman, 
Donald Brydon, launched an independent 
inquiry into the prevalence and consequences 
of dog attacks in the UK. The findings of the 
inquiry, led by former High Court Judge Sir 
Gordon Langley, were published in November 
2012. The report calls for new, tougher 
legislation, enabling criminal sanctions to be 
taken against owners of dogs which attack 
people (see page 21 for more information). 
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Case study: 
WWellbeing Zellbeing Zoneone

In April 2012, we launched The  
Wellbeing Zone, a new online  
resource to provide all staff with  
personally tailored programmes,  
information and support for  
healthy lifestyles, personal training  
programmes, weight management  
plans, stress solutions, 10-minute  
wellness checks and an ‘ask the  
expert’ service.

Case study:
MPs on delivery rounds

Royal Mail recently launched a campaign to get politicians out on delivery rounds with 
our postmen and women. So far 70 have taken part. The purpose of this is to give 
them a real insight into the lengths to which our people go to meet our Universal 
Service obligation. It is also an excellent opportunity for the MPs, MSPs, AMs, MLAs and 
councillors to say a personal ‘thank you’ for the part our postmen and postwomen play in 
their constituencies.
 
The day starts at their local delivery office, where the MPs see the final stages of the mail 
sorting process before joining one of the many thousands of postmen and women on 
their delivery round. They hear at first hand how Royal Mail is modernising and adapting 
to meet the challenges of structural decline in the postal sector whilst safeguarding the 
Universal Service on which we all depend.

Wellbeing
We aim to provide good wellbeing support 
for our employees. We believe this helps 
us to attract the best people and boost 
workplace morale. It makes good business 
sense, too, as a happy, healthy workforce will 
enable us to provide a good quality of service 
to our customers. 

Some of the ways we provide a healthy 
working environment include: 
•  An employee assistance programme, 

available 24 hours a day, every day of the 
year, for health-related advice and services 
for our colleagues and their families. 

•  We run occupational health clinics across 
many of our Royal Mail Group sites.

•  We also offer health assessments, either 
by phone or face to face, to any of our UK 
locations.

•  We have 39 fitness centres run by trained 
instructors at our larger sites. 

•  We have a national physiotherapy and 
functional rehabilitation service for 
colleagues suffering from musculoskeletal 
conditions. 

This year our sickness absence figure 
averaged at around 4.04 per cent, which 
compares well with our industry peers but is 
slightly above CBI average absence target. 

Managing stress 
This year, we introduced a Stress 
Management Pilot Programme to identify 
the drivers of stress in our workplaces. This 
is helping us to adopt better management 
methods for dealing with employee stress. 
One step we have already taken as a result 
of this programme is to publish a Stress 
Guide. The Guide provides information about 
identifying and managing workplace stress. 
It also includes a line manager guide and 
details of our risk assessment approach. 

Priorities for 2012-13
•  Revise our Zero Accidents driver safety 

programme to improve colleagues’ 
awareness of driving hazards. 

•  Continue work to reduce accident rates and 
sickness absence rates. 

•  Investigate long-term absence data and 
cases to ascertain if there are common 
trends. 

Changing working lives 
Our modernisation programme is affecting 
the working lives of more than 127,000 
postmen and women. 

Many aspects of our work are changing: 
•  Delivery attendance times, with Saturday 

becoming a normal working day.

•  Delivery spans increasing to reflect the 
reduction in indoor work and a desire to 
protect full-time employment.

•  The balance between use of indoor and 
outdoor equipment is changing.

•  Preparation task reducing with increased 
mechanisation.

•  Extra packets and attendance calls.
•  Increasing use of shared vehicles/working 

in pairs.

A modern workplace
Royal Mail’s modernisation programme is one 
of the UK’s biggest industrial transformation 
projects. It is aimed at creating a more 
efficient operation which is vital to secure the 
six-days-a-week, one-price-goes-anywhere 
Universal Service.

Our modernisation programme is having 
a positive impact on safety and customer 
service. Take our mail sequencing technology, 
for example. Beforehand, most mail was 
hand-sorted before being delivered. Many 
postmen and women carried the full mail 
weight on their shoulders. The introduction 
of sequencing machines and equipment such 
as lightweight trolleys and shared vans is 
reducing the physical strain of these tasks. 

Yet we understand that change is not  
always easy to accept, particularly when  
it means working in different ways and  
keeping different hours. We are working  
hard to ensure these necessary adaptations  
are implemented as smoothly as possible.  
Involving our employees in our change  
programme and keeping them well informed  
is critical in this. For more on how we are  
doing this, see the ‘Employee Engagement’  
section.

As we become a smaller workforce, better 
suited to changing market conditions, 
voluntary redundancies will mean the 
departure of many colleagues. In the last 
year, we reduced our workforce by 4,000 
people. To help those leaving as a result 
of this process, we have a comprehensive 
programme in place. This involves help in 
finding new work through job searching skills 
and career advice, as well as the provision 
of financial advice. In total, we spent 
£1.9 million on outplacement programmes 
for employees taking redundancy. 
Throughout the modernisation process, we 
are committed to treating Royal Mail people 
with the dignity they deserve.

Employee opinion 
•  35 per cent of people think modernisation 

is happening too fast.
•  21 per cent think modernisation is too 

slow.
•  44 per cent think modernisation is 

happening at the right pace.

EmplEmplooyyee engagementee engagement
EmplEmplooyyee engagementee engagement is one of our is one of our  
CCororporporaatte Bale Balaancnced Sced Scororecarecard measurd measures. es. 
ItIt is one of the k is one of the keey drivery drivers in ours in our  
businesbusiness sucs succceessss. . 

We realise that changing times, like those  
we are going through today, can be difficult  
for employees. We are working hard to  
communicate the changes ahead and  
listen to our people’s views. We want our  
employees to feel more engaged in how our  
business is run. 

Our strategy for engaging our people is 
detailed in our Corporate Engagement Action 
Plan. This sets out a range of action points 
linked to our three priority areas: 
•  Recognising our people, and strengthening 

the relationships between managers and 
their teams.

•  Communicating about our business future 
and our customers. 

•  Ensuring job expectations are clear and 
performance is evaluated.

Performance (2011-12)
•  Our target was met for both employee 

engagement and employee customer focus.
•  Over six out of ten colleagues agree that 

safety is given a high priority in Royal Mail.
•  Over seven out of ten colleagues say they 

still want to work for Royal Mail in two 
years’ time. 

•  Over six out of ten colleagues feel proud to 
work for Royal Mail.

TTakaking the pulse ing the pulse 
In March 2012, we carried out our inaugural  
annual employee engagement survey,  
independently run by Ipsos MORI. In our  
2011-12 Employee Engagement Index, we  
scored 49 per cent in terms of employee  
engagement. Our new approach enables us  
to benchmark our engagement levels with  
other companies and track our performance  
year on year.

There were plenty of encouraging outcomes 
in this year’s survey. Three-fifths of our 
people feel proud to work for us. A similar 
proportion (62 per cent) say they are 
satisfied with their current job. 

However, there are areas where we need to 
improve. Only around one in three (36 per 
cent) of our people expressed support for 
Royal Mail’s current strategy. We will focus 
on improving employee engagement in our 
business strategy in the year ahead.

Employee Engagement Index %

2011-12 49

Target for 2012-13 50
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IntInternal cernal communommunicaicattionsions
Promoting dialogue is also a key part of our  
engagement strategy. During the reporting  
period, 120 managers visited sites across the  
business to brief around 14,000 front-line  
colleagues about our business strategy and  
performance. During the financial year  
2012-13, so far a further 170 managers have  
met with around 30,000 front-line colleagues  
as part of our Engagement Programme.

Our Chief Executive receives all feedback
from the engagement sessions to ensure  
action is taken at the highest level.

Among the changes we made over the last  
year as a result of employee feedback are:
•  • introducing a simplified process for  

reporting safety incidents.
•  • improved sharing of World Class Mail  

initiatives.
••    iinformal mentoring for front-line staff to  

help their career progression.

We have also taken significant steps to  
overhaul our internal communications over  
the last year. In 2011-12 we:
••   published more than 17 regular and special  

editions of Courier, our employee newspaper. 
•• held three conferences for some 6,000

managers to keep them informed about our 
progress against our strategy.

••   broadcast weekly programmes on RMTV via  
myroyalmail.com to keep our front-line staff
up to date in the workplace.

•  • held weekly Work Time Listening and
Learning (WTLL) sessions.

OurOur un unionsions
We work closely with the unions who  
represent our people, the Communication  
Workers Union (CWU) and Unite/CMA. This  
cooperative approach is based on a shared  
vision to overcome business challenges. Both  
parties are committed to creating a culture  
where we identify common objectives, align  
interests and always seek mutually acceptable  
solutions to the challenges we face.

This relationship has helped us navigate the  
human resource issues that inevitably occur  
during a process of modernisation, such as  
voluntary redundancies and different working  
hours. In this regard, we reached agreement  
with the CWU in February 2012 on a package  
of measures that will enable us to continue  
moving forward with the modernisation  
programme. These include a 3.5 per cent pay  
increase, which came into force in April 2012.

We are also talking with the unions about the  
impact of changes arising from the Postal  
Services Act 2011. This includes the provision  
for an element of employee share ownership  
following any sale of the company. These are  
complex matters and they will take time to  
resolve.

Last year the number of days lost due to  
strike action increased from 1494 to 532.  
There have not been any nationwide strikes.

44    In 2010-11, 149 tIn 2010-11, 149 toottaal dal days werys weree lost lost due t due too  
sstriktrike action, note action, not 89 da 89 dayys as prs as previousleviouslyy r reporeportted.ed.

DiverDiversitsity y
WWe are are pre proud toud to emplo emplooyy a rich a a rich and dnd diveriversese  
mix of peoplmix of people who re who refleflectect the c the communommunitiesities  
in which we worin which we workk..

There are clear commercial benefits to  
be gained by employers who recruit from  
the widest possible talent pool. It is widely  
recognised that businesses with a diverse  
workforce are likely to attract a wider  
customer base, and have the ability to  
recognise new potential markets and to  
provide a better, more tailored service.

GenderGender d diveriverssitityy
Royal Mail is committed to being an equal  
opportunities employer. Women represent  
around 16 per cent of our total workforce.  
We are continually looking for ways to  
increase this proportion. As part of that  
endeavour, we support Business in the  
Community’s (BITC) ‘Opportunity Now'  
programme, which promotes best practice in  
equal opportunities.

Springboard is one of our initiatives to  
promote gender equality. It is focused on  
helping women to advance their careers  
within the business. The case study  
‘Women networks and workshops’ on page  
33 provides more information about this  
programme.

GenderGender d distribution bistribution byy position in  position in 
ccompaompannyy

Minority groupMinority group

AsianAsian BlackBlack ChineseChinese MixedMixed OtherOther WhiteWhite

AdministrationAdministration 3.7%3.7% 1.3%1.3% 0.2%0.2% 0.5%0.5% 17.2%17.2% 77.2%77.2%

ManagerialManagerial 4.6%4.6% 2.0%2.0% 0.1%0.1% 0.6%0.6% 19.5%19.5% 73.2%73.2%

OperationalOperational 5.8%5.8% 2.8%2.8% 0.2%0.2% 0.6%0.6% 20.2%20.2% 70.4%70.4%

Senior ManagerialSenior Managerial 1.8%1.8% 1.0%1.0% 0.0%0.0% 0.6%0.6% 19.6%19.6% 77.0%77.0%
FFururtherther br breakeakdowns of ourdowns of our gender gender diver diversitsity y 
arare given in oure given in our GRI Index on page 56. GRI Index on page 56.

FemaleFemale MaleMale

Board levelBoard level 30%30% 70%70%

Senior managerialSenior managerial 26%26% 74%74%

ManagerialManagerial 19%19% 81%81%

AdministrationAdministration 58%58% 42%42%

OperationalOperational 14%14% 86%86%

Case study: 
WWomen networomen networks aks and wornd workshopskshops

The Senior Women’s Network is co-led by Chief Executive Moya Greene and Sue  
Whalley, Group Director of Regulation and Government Affairs. It provides a forum  
in which women have the opportunity to connect and network.

The Senior Women’s Network recently established a 1:1 mentor scheme designed  
to build relationships that aim to unlock the potential of our upcoming female  
employees and help them progress in their careers.

Ambrin Shah, a late shift manager at the North West Regional Distribution  
Centre, was matched with Margaret Ollerenshaw, Head of Talent and Succession.  
Ambrin says: “I have worked for Royal Mail since 2005, during which time I  
have undertaken a number of different roles in Operations. In 2011, having just  
returned from maternity leave, I approached Margaret to be my mentor at a  
Senior Women’s Network meeting. The relationship I had with Margaret was very  
much two way and I never felt as though I was taking too much of her time. We  
discussed my career progression and how this would fit with my family life, having  
two young children. I believe that I couldn’t have secured my current role if it  
wasn’t for the advice and support that I received from her. Mentoring is something  
that I am very passionate about – hopefully in the near future I can be a mentor  
for other women in the business.”

Women’s workshops: Women’s workshops: Our Springboard Development programme also offers  
non-management-grade female employees a series of confidence-boosting  
workshops. These comprise four voluntary one-day sessions over three months  
where participants assess their current career situation and start to take  
responsibility for their own development. People transition manager, Sharon  
Feasey, is one of four facilitators. “It’s not just about work,” she says. “We ask  
participants to also look at their life as a whole – that includes their personal goals  
as well. A happier home life leads to a more fulfilled work life.”

So far we have run over 50 courses across the company and have seen more than  
700 female non-managers participate. In 2012-13, we hope to introduce 12 more  
trained facilitators, with the aim of putting 1,000 women through the programme.

Case study: 
Health rHealth rooadshowadshow

In 2011, we initiated a national roadshow 
under our Feeling First Class wellbeing 
programme. The roadshow offers our 
people free health-checks to assess 
weight, height, body mass index and 
other aspects of personal fitness. In 
addition, Boots supplied machines and 
representatives to provide initial eye 
screening. Colleagues who need a full 
eye test at an optician receive money-off 
vouchers for the test and glasses if they 
require them.

The initiative is proving so successful 
that we are set to double the number 
of health-check kits provided during the 
roadshow.

In 2011, we initiated a national roadshow
under our Feeling First Class wellbeing
programme. The roadshow offers our 
people free health-checks to assess 
weight, height, body mass index and
other aspects of personal fitness. In
addition, Boots supplied machines and 
representatives to provide initial eye 
screening. Colleagues who need a full 
eye test at an optician receive money-off 
vouchers for the test and glasses if they 
require them.

The initiative is proving so successful 
that we are set to double the number 
of health-check kits provided during the 
roadshow.
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Ethnic diverEthnic diversitsityy
Our employee population is representative  
of the external labour population. Over 10%  
of our employees are from ethnic minorities.  
However, we recognise that ethnic minorities  
are not adequately represented amongst our  
management population. Our priority going  
forward is to increase the representation of  
ethnic minorities at all management levels in  
Royal Mail. We will seek to set up a network  
and development programme aimed at junior  
managers from minority ethnic backgrounds in  
the coming year.

DisabilitDisabilityy eq equualitality y 
Royal Mail aims to be a disability confident  
employer. Our overarching strategy is to change  
people’s perceptions of disability. We seek to  
achieve this through five key pillars:
•  • Leadership – Disability Equality is led from the  

ttop of our organisation. 
•  • Strategic priorities – Royal Mail has an equality  

framework which sets out the main strategic  
priority areas.

• •  Creating awareness – ensuring colleagues  
and customers have the right knowledge and  
attitudes.

••   Widening influence – we want to talk about  
equality for everyone: employees, agents,  
customers and suppliers.

•  • Changing processes – taking ownership of  
equality and fairness at a local level.

InclInclusive rusive recrecruitmentuitment  
Our commitment to inclusivity stands us apart.  
We actively look to provide work opportunities  
for people from marginalised groups. Examples  
of our programmes include:
• • Remploy Remploy y –  over the last seven years, we  

have successfully placed over 1,000 people  
into work through our partnership with  
Remploy. Remploy is the UK’s leading provider  
of employment services to disabled people.  
During 2011-12, we offered over 50 work  
trials for individuals linked to Remploy, with  
an almost 100 per cent conversion ratio from  
placement to job outcome.

•  •  Ready for WorkReady for Work – we have employed over  
250 Ready for Work graduates over the  
past six years. This accounts for 11 per  
cent of the total employments secured by  
clients after completing the Ready for Work  
programme.

ApprApprenticenticeshipseships
In January 2012, we launched a new  
partnership with Job Centre Plus. The  
programme offers up to 80 young jobseekers  
voluntary placements for up to eight weeks.

In 2011-12, we revived our Engineering  
Apprentice Scheme, which is now running in  
parallel with a similar programme for vehicle  
technicians. Both lead to a Level 3 National  
Vocational Qualification (NVQ) within three  
years.

We also introduced our new Operational  
Management Apprentice Scheme in October  
2012, after the reporting period. It is targeted at  
18 to 24-year-old jobseekers on benefits. The  
scheme comprises 18 work placements, each  
of which will last two years. The apprentices  
will receive structured training leading to a  
Management Level 3 Certificate. This consists  
of a Level 3 Technical Certificate in First Line  
Management and the Institute of Leadership  
and Management (ILM) NVQ Level 3 Certificate  
in Management.

PPriorities friorities foror 2012-13  2012-13 
Going forward, we intend to introduce a more  
female-friendly approach to resourcing. This  
could include measures such as targeted  
campaigns to attract female recruits, reviewing  
job designs to make them more family friendly  
and providing female mentors where possible.

•  •  Women’s workshopsWomen’s workshops – as part of our 
Springboard Development Programme,
we plan to put 1,000 women through the
programme in the next 12 months (see page
32 for more information).

•  •  Senior Women’s NetworkSenior Women’s Networkk – as part of an  
expansion of the Network in 2012-13, we  
plan to invite senior female managers to  
give guest talks around Royal Mail’s UK sites  
about how they have overcome obstacles to  
succeed.

••    Ethnic diversityEthnic diversityy – we are looking to set up a  
network and development programme aimed  
at junior managers from minority ethnic  
backgrounds.

••    Access to WorkAccess to Workk – we are currently reviewing  
our pilot of the Department of Work and  
Pensions (DWP) Access to Work programme  
with a view to rolling it out to the rest of  
the country. We also aim to develop a more  
robust and efficient reasonable adjustment  
process for our disabled employees.

DignitDignity ay and rnd respectespect  
WWe aim te aim to cro creaeatte ae an enn envirvironmentonment tha thatt is is  
frfreee fre from discriminaom discrimination ortion or har harasassment.sment.

We define harassment as “unwanted conduct  
that has the purpose or effect of violating  
someone’s dignity, or creating an intimidating,  
hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive  
environment for them.” We treat the issue with  
the utmost importance. In accordance with  
our Equality and Fairness policy, we encourage  
employees to inform their line manager if they  
become aware of any discriminatory behaviour.  
Any employee who is found to have committed  
an act of discrimination or harassment will be  
subject to disciplinary action, including possible  
dismissal.

OOurur c commitmentommitmentss
•  • Stopping bullying, harassment and  

discrimination.
•  • Treating employees with courtesy, dignity,  

fairness and respect at all times.
••   Dealing with complaints of bullying or  

harassment seriously, fairly and sensitively.  
•  • Handling complaints in a timely manner and  

following the appropriate process.

We dealt with 349 formal bullying and 
harassment complaints out of our workforce 
of over 150,000 during 2011-12. This 
represents a decrease of 10 per cent 
compared with last year. We have been 
working hard to reduce the time it takes to 
investigate these complaints. Of course, we 
are working towards creating a workplace 
that is completely free of harassment, and 
we have set milestones for ourselves as 
part of that journey. In 2011-12, we ran an 
awareness campaign, entitled ‘Enough’, to 
raise awareness of the damaging impact of 
inappropriate behaviour. 

Performance (2011-12)
•  349 formal complaints were raised, a 

decrease of 10 per cent on last year.
•  We received 1,204 calls to the Bullying and 

Harassment helpline.
•  We completed 40 per cent of investigations 

within 28 days, up from 29 per cent 
last year. The average timescale for an 
investigation was 54 days.

Priorities for 2012-13
•  To clarify our expectations for employee 

behaviour in a range of policy statements. 
This year we have summarised our core 
values, policies and expectations in one 
place. The resultant Code of Business 
Standards covers a full range of personal 
and business behaviours. 

•  In the year ahead, we plan to work with the 
Communication Workers Union to ensure 
our Bullying and Harassment Policy is fit 
for purpose. We aim to issue a new Joint 
Statement, which will include a definition 
of “acceptable behaviours” and informal 
resolution. 

Case study: 
Enactus

Enactus is an international non-profit organisation that works with leaders in 
business and higher education to mobilise university students to make a difference 
in their communities while developing skills to become responsible business leaders. 
Participating students form teams and apply business concepts to develop outreach 
projects for people in need. Our role as Enactus corporate sponsors covers:
•  matching our Business Advisory Board Members to Enactus teams.
•  judging at regional and national competitions.
•  providing interviewing and CV advice at Enactus training events.
•  partnering a number of top ten university Enactus teams.

Our close relationship with Enactus creates positive business benefits through 
employee engagement and developing relationships with quality students and 
business peers. Moreover, the community projects that the Enactus teams become 
involved with support our own corporate responsibility agenda.

Case study: 
Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award for Apprentices 

In September 2012, we launched a new Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award scheme for 
participants on our Advanced Apprentice Engineer programme. The Award will take 
18 months to complete. Open to those aged under 25, it will involve fundraising 
for charity, including our Charity of the Year, as well as personal fitness. In addition, 
there is an exciting outward-bound element, which will require training and practice 
leading up to a five-day expedition in the Lake District. The aim of the expedition is 
to teach teamwork and to help individuals to achieve their own personal goals. 
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Learning and development
As Royal Mail is modernising, so are the 
skills of our people. We are achieving 
this through extensive development 
programmes internally.

Key facts 
•  We invested £14.2 million in training and 

development through external providers.
•  32,000 Royal Mail Group employees 

experienced formal training last year.
•  Over 61,000 training days were delivered 

in 2011-12.
•  Last year, 14,000 people were actively 

involved in World Class Mail learning 
activity.

Performance
We continue to dedicate time and resources 
to ensuring that our employees have the 
training they need. Our front-line employees 
participate in 30-minute Work Time Listening 
and Learning sessions once every week. 

Last year, we delivered training to 32,000 
colleagues. This represents around 61,634 
days of formal training, equating to about 
£5.8 million in release costs. In addition to 
formal courses, all employees have around 
one day’s training on compliance, health 
and safety and fire safety. Our new starters 
receive a four-day induction. Collectively, this 
additional training occupies 186,800 days 
per year, with a total release cost of around 
£16.8 million.

World Class training 
People development forms a pillar of our 
World Class Mail (WCM) programme. The 
development approach is to train people 
on the job. Last year, 14,000 people were 
actively involved in WCM learning activity. 
This averages out at half a day a week, or 20 
days a year per person, at an investment of 
£25.2 million.

There are various methods for sharing 
learning within World Class Mail. These 
include: 
•  WCM Academies – these are education 

and training events run in the workplace.
•  Pillar Network conference calls – the 

WCM National Pillar Leads run monthly 
conference calls that cover aspects such 
as feedback from WCM audits, new 
approaches and tools, and good practice 
updates.

•  National Good Practice Lessons – these 
are examples of how a particular task, 
approach or WCM tool has been mastered, 
which are available through a national 
portal site. 

•  World Class Mail Portal – this online 
resource for WCM Pillar Leads and 
Champions contains all WCM teaching 
materials, as well as audit presentations 
and feedback. 

•  LUTI documents – these documents 
explain how WCM’s Learn, Use, Teach and 
Inspect (LUTI) approach is applied. 

Targeted learning
The objective of our learning and 
development programmes is ultimately to 
raise levels of customer service throughout 
the Group. For instance, in 2011-12 we 
identified a need to equip staff in our 
enquiry offices with the right skills for what 
is a key customer-facing role. As a result, 
we introduced a new NVQ-based training 
scheme specifically targeted towards 
improving our performance in this area.

All managers, from executive leaders to 
first line managers, undergo a general 
management development course. We have 
launched an online ‘Learning Hub’ which 
provides managers with direct access to 
a range of external learning aids such as 
videos, podcasts, books and articles. The Hub 
can supplement formal learning or be used 
as a stand-alone solution for a development 
need. Programmes cover subjects such 
as our Code of Business Standards, 
environmental issues, anti-bribery and 
corruption, and safer working practices. 

A comprehensive portfolio of operational 
training is also provided for our postmen and 
postwomen. 

Coaches
We have 70 accredited coaches who 
offer support for our employees in their 
development. We operate a formal coach 
allocation process to ensure we effectively 
match the need to the best coach we 
have available. We also have a number of 
managers with coaching skills who have 
recently attended development programmes. 
They coach their teams and peers on an 
informal basis. 

Outplacement support 
We invest significantly in outplacement 
support for those leaving the business. This 
support includes ‘Career Transition’, a flexible, 
individual service which enables those 
potentially leaving the business to identify 
their career and lifestyle options. 

Improving career management
With such a large workforce, it is critical that 
Royal Mail has the right people management 
system. Our new end-to-end integrated 
People System Management Programme 
(PSP) went live during the reporting 
year. Now, we are better able to manage 
employees’ careers from recruitment to 
departure and so significantly enhance 
working life at Royal Mail. PSP won the 
Gold Award in SAP’s 2011 UKI Quality 
Awards in the New Business Application 
Implementation category. 

Priorities for 2012-13
•  We aim to increase the employee 

engagement scores highlighted by our 
annual employee survey. 

•  We will further roll out our employee 
engagement programme, with more site 
dialogues across the UK. 

•  Continued initiatives to improve the health, 
wellbeing and safety of our people. 

•  Continued improvements to our diversity 
and inclusion agenda. 

•  Increased focus on learning and 
development. 

Further information 

Communication Workers Union: 
http://www.cwu.org/ 

Unite: 
http://www.unitetheunion.org/ 

Equality and Human Rights Commission: 
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/ 

Direct Enquiries: 
http://www.directenquiries.com/

Case study:
Learning Centres

At Royal Mail, learning is supported by the 
activities of our Learning Centres. There 
are 100 of these throughout the UK. At our 
Glasgow Mail Centre, for example, all 1,100 
employees have access to lifelong learning 
opportunities in the workplace. Since 2009, 
482 postmen and women have taken part 
in over 50 courses covering a wide range of 
topics.
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Our communities

Royal Mail seeks to be an integral, valued and 
trusted part of the communities that we serve. 

Key facts Performance (2011-12)
Our community investment in 2011-12† 

Total amount 
contributed by 
Royal Mail £10.4 million

Cash £3.39 million

In-kind £6.54 million

Time £0.35 million

Management costs £0.12 million

Amount contributed  
by employees £3 million

In line with Group policy, no donations were 
made in 2011-12 for political purposes. 

†  Our contribution includes our Articles for the 
Blind service, which is a free-of-charge service 
for people sending items specifically designed for 
blind and visually impaired people within the UK 
and overseas.

Strategic community priorities
Royal Mail has a major presence in every UK 
region, employing local people, connecting 
customers, companies and communities. 
This is supported by our active investment 
in communities and our charitable giving 
programme. 

Our community investment strategy is 
focused on enhancing our contribution to the 
UK economy and making a positive difference 
to the communities in which we operate. It is 
focused on the following core elements:
•  Making a positive economic contribution 

to the UK through our core business 
operations. We do this by providing 
good-quality jobs and being an inclusive, 
equal opportunities employer. 

•  Providing our large UK workforce with 
meaningful opportunities to get involved in 
their communities and deliver real benefit 
to good causes. 

•  Promoting education and literacy in the 
communities we serve to support their 
future social and economic wellbeing.

Awards

The strength of our community investment 
programme has been recognised in a 
number of ways. 

•  In 2012, Royal Mail was awarded a 
‘Platinum’ ranking in Business in the 
Community’s Corporate Responsibility 
Index, marking us out as one of the UK’s 
most responsible companies.

•  Our Payroll Giving scheme has generated 
more than £45 million in donations since 
1989, winning Royal Mail a place in the 
Guinness World Records. 

•  Royal Mail is one of very few organisations 
in the UK to have achieved a Platinum 
Payroll Giving Quality Mark Award.

Priorities for 2012-13
For the coming year, our focus is on 
increasing our support of charity partners, 
engaging our employees in supporting our 
communities and to gain recognition for the 
contributions that we make. 

Specific aims include: 
•  raising a substantial amount of money for 

our Charity of the Year, Prostate Cancer 
UK. Money raised by employees will be 
matched by Royal Mail. 

•  increasing the numbers of colleagues 
supporting charities through payroll giving, 
matched giving and fundraising; and,

•  rolling out a volunteering programme for 
apprentices on the Duke of Edinburgh 
Scheme. 

Case study: 
GGiiving ourving our best best

OurOur emplo employyees haees have donave donatteed overd over £45 mill £45 million thrion through ough 
papayryroll giving sincoll giving since e 1989. 1989. The The money has helmoney has helped 975 ped 975 
charities, a figurcharities, a figure thae thatt has earned R has earned Rooyyaall Mail a G Mail a Guuinnesinness s 
WWorld Rorld Reeccoorrd. Rd. Rooyyalal Mail emplo Mail employyees acees acccoouunntt f foorr 6 per 6 per c centent  
of aof all pall payryroll giving donoroll giving donors in the s in the UK. On tUK. On top of theirop of their pa payyrroll oll 
genergenerositosityy, our, our peopl people ae allso helso helped rped raise overaise over £607,500 f £607,500 foror  
charities acharities and othernd other good causes in 2011-12. good causes in 2011-12.

•  £5.3 billion – our annual salary and 
wage bill.

•  £2.4 billion – our annual procurement 
spend, spread across our network of 
around 7,500 UK-based suppliers.

•  In 2011-12, Royal Mail contributed £10.4 
million to charities, good causes and 
schemes for disadvantaged groups across 
the UK. In addition, our colleagues raised 
£3 million for many good causes.

•  £45 million – the total donated by 
colleagues through payroll giving since 
1989, helping a record-breaking 975 
charities. 

•  £5.9 million – the annual cost of our free 
delivery service for blind and visually 
impaired people.

•  1 million-plus – the number of pupils 
across the UK who benefit from our 
educational support materials.

In 2012, our Payroll Giving programme was  
singled out for a Guinness World Record.

The Payroll Giving Centre also granted us  
a Platinum Payroll Giving Quality Mark  
Excellence Award.

During 2011-12, Royal Mail contributed 
£10.4 million to charities, good causes 
and schemes for disadvantaged groups. In 
addition, our colleagues raised £3 million for 
many good causes across the country. 

Other highlights: 
•  81 per cent – the percentage of our 

customers who think we are an important 
part of the local communities we serve.

•  £2.6 million – the amount our employees 
raised for our outgoing Charity of the 
Year, Barnardo’s, during the four-year 
partnership.

•  £2.4 million – the amount donated by 
employees through our Payroll Giving 
programme last year.

•  £2.7 million – our support for the British 
Postal Museum and Archives last year.5

5 This includes a charitable donation that  
comprises a three-year funding agreement,  
running through to April 2013. It represents  
the cost, covering mainly the staffing, to provide  
Royal Mail’s archive and records management  
services for the Postal Museum and Archive.   
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ImpactImpact on UK on UK ec economonomyy
OurOur suppor supportt f foorr c communities starommunities startts with s with 
the serthe servicvices we pres we provovide aide and ournd our d dirireectct  
ececonomic impactonomic impact as a as ann empl emplooyyerer a annd d 
purpurchaserchaser of goods a of goods and sernd servicvices.es.

OurOur c contribution tontribution too the UK the UK ec economonomyy  
We make one of the single biggest economic  
contributions of any UK company. A study  
undertaken by the Centre for Economics and  
Business Research, and commissioned  
by Royal Mail, found that Royal Mail adds  
£9.4 billion a year to the UK economy,  
making an overall contribution of 0.7  
per cent to the UK’s total Gross Domestic  
Product. We rank eighth among companies  
in the UK in terms of our economic  
contribution. 

We employ over 150,000 people in the UK.  
That equates to around one in eight workers  
in the entire UK transportation and storage  
sector. Royal Mail also indirectly supports  
83,000 full-time equivalent jobs. For every £1  
of income from employment that we pay, an  
additional 57p of income from employment is  
generated in the wider economy.  

In 2011-12, we contributed around  
£1.4 billion to the exchequer through  
employer and employee National Insurance  
contributions, income taxes, business rates  
and a range of indirect and direct taxes.

Another main area where Royal Mail  
generates significant economic activity is  
through our supply chain. We purchase goods  
and services from around 7,500 UK-based  
suppliers, paying them around £2.1 billion  
a year. This figure rises to £2.4 billion once  
inter-business intermediate spend is counted.

We also support the future economic 
wellbeing of our communities through our  
inclusive recruitment practices and our  
community investment programmes (see page  
34 for more information).  

CCommunitommunity iny invvestmentestment
WWee seek seek t too mak make a e a positive diffpositive differerencence te too  
the cthe communities in which we oommunities in which we operperaatte, e, 
frfrom the UK’om the UK’s ls laarrggestest cities t cities too its most its most  
rruurraal villl villages.ages.

CConnecting with ouronnecting with our bus businesiness s 
Times are tough at the moment. We recognise  
that. We also recognise that our business  
will only thrive if the communities that we  
serve are thriving too. Helping build healthy,  
prosperous communities therefore makes  
sense.  

As a business, helping people connect with  
one another is what we do. It is therefore  
natural – and effective – that we should look  
to align our community support with our  
business expertise and company goals. That  
way, our social investments go further and  
have greater impact.

In 2012, after the reporting period, Royal  
Mail completed a Company Sustainability  
Assessment based on the Dow Jones  
Sustainability Index methodology. The  
assessment found that our Corporate  
Citizenship and Philanthropy programme is  
sector leading globally. It achieved a score of  
96 per cent. (Dow Jones places Royal Mail in  
the Industrial Transportation sector.)

CConnecting with charitiesonnecting with charities
Our community programmes rest on the  
partnerships that we form with other  
organisations. These are making a big  
difference at a local level.

The bedrock of our partnership approach is  
our revamped Charity of the Year programme.  
Our employees selected Prostate Cancer UK  
as our new charity partner from 2012 to  
2014. Our aim is to raise a significant amount  
of money for the charity.

During the last four years we raised £2.6  
million for our outgoing charity partner, the  
children’s charity, Barnardo’s.

In addition, the Rowland Hill Benevolent Fund  
is dedicated to supporting past and present  
Royal Mail employees, pensioners and their  
families in times of need. Royal Mail Group  
makes an annual donation to support the  
Fund (see www.rowlandhillfund.org).

Royal Mail’s financial support extends to many  
other charities too. Last year, for example, we  
donated 3,000 PCs and laptops to Computer  
Aid International for use in developing-world  
schools and colleges. Since 1997, we have  
also provided more than 12,000 bicycles to  
cycling charities Re-Cycle and The Krizevac  
Project, which provide bicycles to various parts  
of Africa.

81%

Percentage of our customers who say 
we are important to the UK economy

Case study: 
Celebrating gold medals

Royal Mail is proud of its British heritage. Throughout our long history we 
have used our stamps to recognise great national figures. We saw the London 
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2012 as the perfect opportunity to 
continue this tradition. For that reason, we produced a new stamp for every 
gold medal won by a British Olympian and Paralympian athlete. It was the 
first time any host country used action shots for gold medal stamps.

We also painted one of our traditional red postboxes gold in the home town of 
every Team GB and Paralympics GB gold medal winner. 110 postboxes were 
painted gold across the UK in total. In November, we announced that all of 
our gold postboxes celebrating Olympic and Paralympic successes will remain 
gold permanently. The boxes have become cherished local landmarks. Each 
postbox will also have a plaque naming the athlete and marking their gold 
medal achievement, or marking the location’s connection with London 2012. 

Royal Mail is the first ever postal service to recognise the Olympics in this way, 
cementing our position as one of Britain’s best-loved institutions. 

Case study: 
Sending aid to Bulgaria

In 2011, a CWU team from across the UK and Ireland 
travelled to Bulgaria in ten vehicles loaned from Royal 
Mail, BT, AnPost and Eircom. They delivered a huge range 
of goods, including wheelchairs, beds, clothing, nappies, 
toiletries, medical equipment and toys to homes for children 
with disabilities and a children’s hospital.
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Connecting our employees

Case study: 
Charity of the Year

We are promoting our Charity of the Year on dedicated postmarks over the course of the 
partnership. Around 1 billion items of mail will feature a postmark raising awareness of 
prostate cancer and our fundraising campaigns to tackle it. For two weeks during November, 
for example, we applied a dedicated Movember postmark to all postmarked letters. These 
awareness postmarks were featured on around 6 million items of mail every day. 

•  Volunteering: our employees volunteer 
for a range of charities across the UK. 
For example, many donate their time 
to The Communication Workers Union 
Humanitarian Aid (CWUHA), a charity 
run by our main union. Set up in 1995, 
CWUHA funds transport convoys that 
deliver thousands of tonnes of clothing, 
medical equipment and other items of 
international aid. For the last five years, 
CWUHA has also been providing funds 
for a school in Tanzania to build three 
classrooms and install electricity on the site 
(see www.cwuha.org). To encourage our 
employees, we provide grants to help them 
with the costs of their volunteering projects 
(see ‘Community matched giving and grant 
schemes’).

•  Charity of the Year Hotline: with the 
introduction of Prostate Cancer UK as 
our new Charity of the Year, Royal Mail 
established a dedicated fundraising team. 
The team helps employees with fundraising 
ideas and information. 

Prostate cancer: the facts 

•  One man dies every hour from prostate 
cancer.

•  Prostate cancer is the most common 
cancer in men. It affects millions of their 
partners, friends and families.

•  40,000 men are diagnosed with prostate 
cancer each year. 

Connecting with tomorrow
We invest in the future by supporting 
education in the communities we serve every 
day. Last year, more than a million pupils 
benefited from our support. A major avenue 
for our support is free educational resources, 
which we offer to teachers in primary and 
secondary schools across the UK. Our free 
educational magazine, Teachers Post, is 
available online to all teachers and others 
and is published eight times each academic 
year. For more information, visit the Teachers 
Post website: www.teacherspost.co.uk

Our Young Letter Writers Competition 
enthuses and engages thousands of pupils 
every year while helping improve their 
literacy. The competition is open to Children 
aged 7-11 with a ‘Special Achievement’ 
category for children who have overcome 
exceptional difficulties to enter. 

Royal Mail is also providing significant 
financial support for a new centre for The 
British Postal Museum and Archive (BPMA). 
The BPMA is the leading resource for all 
aspects of the history of the British postal 
system. The new Postal Museum will provide 
access to the BPMA’s unique collections of 
400 years of postal, social and design history. 
Under a plan endorsed by the Government, 
the new centre will be established at 
Calthorpe House on London’s Mount 
Pleasant site, where the country’s oldest mail 
centre is located. The new centre will include 
educational facilities for visiting schools.

Last year, over 250,000 people from across 
the country visited a BPMA exhibition or 
display. In addition, nearly 2,000 teachers 
and students took part in school workshops, 
including the BPMA-sponsored Stamps in 
Schools programme.

Case study: 
MovemberMovember

MovemberMovember, held during November, held during November, is a globa, is a global l 
moustache-grmoustache-groowing cawing cammpaign tpaign too r raise aise ffuunds ands and nd 
awareness for prostate and testicular cancers. 
Our new Charity of the Year, Prostate Cancer UK, 
benefits from funds raised by Movember in 
the UK.

Royal Mail supported the campaign in 2012 
and encouraged ‘Mo Bros’ and ‘Mo Sistas’ to 
enter the spirit of Movember to raise awareness 
and funds. Mo Bros committed to growing a 
moustache for the 30 days of November whilst 
Mo Sistas supported and fundraised Mo Bros, 
as well as getting involved in a range of other 
fundraising activities. 

Our people take great pride in the work they 
do in communities. We support colleagues’ 
fundraising and volunteering efforts for all 
charities. 

Charity of the Year 
In 2012 we launched a new Charity of the 
Year programme. We worked closely with our 
main union, the CWU, to shortlist three very 
deserving charities: the Alzheimer’s Society, 
Prostate Cancer UK and Whizz-Kidz. 

Our colleagues voted for Prostate Cancer 
UK through a Group-wide survey in April 
2012. Our aim is to raise at least £2 million 
for Prostate Cancer UK (formerly known as 
The Prostate Cancer Charity). For the first 
time, Royal Mail is matching funds raised by 
colleagues for the Charity of the Year, penny 
for penny, up to £1 million a year. Once we 
have raised £2 million for Prostate Cancer UK 
– £1 million from employees and £1 million 
from Royal Mail – any money raised for either 
Alzheimer’s Society, Prostate Cancer UK or 
Whizz-Kidz will also be matched by Royal 
Mail, penny for penny, up to a further £1 
million. As part of our ‘everyone’s a winner’  
approach, we have also made a donation of  
£50,000 each to Alzheimer’s Society and  
Whizz-Kidz.

The money we raise for Prostate Cancer UK 
is being used to fund new prostate cancer 
nurses. Prostate cancer is the most common 
cancer in men in the UK – yet there are not 
enough nurses to support them. For every 
£40,000 raised by Royal Mail, Prostate 
Cancer UK is recruiting and training another 
specialist prostate cancer nurse. 

Royal Mail’s new Charity of the Year 
programme is the primary way we 
engage employees in charitable activity. 
The programme carries forward many of 
the features of our long-standing charity 
partnership with children’s charity Barnardo’s 
(see case study on page 44). For example, 
we will continue to work with the Charity of 
the Year to develop exciting fundraising ideas. 
We are also keeping our fundraising grants, 
which give up to £200 to employees to help 
cover costs for fundraising ideas.

We encourage and support our employees 
in contributing to a range of other worthy 
causes too:
•  Community matched giving and grant 

schemes: we match funds raised by  
colleagues for all other charities and  
good causes, up to £200 a year, to help  
them maximise their contributions. We  
also provide grants to cover the costs for  
fundraising events and voluntary projects.  
Colleagues can obtain a grant of up to  
£200 a year for fundraising activities and  
up to £400 a year each for volunteering.

•  Sports Foundation grants: our Sports 
Foundation provides grants for sports 
equipment, trophies and training for teams 
and clubs both within and outside of Royal 
Mail. It has an annual budget of £400,000 
to disburse in grants. Our aim is to support 
our employees in taking part in regular, 
competitive community sport to promote 
their health and wellbeing. During 2011-12, 
3,165 employees benefited from a Royal 
Mail Sports Foundation grant who then in 
turn involved 22,478 people in their local 
communities in active and competitive sport. 

•  Payroll giving: payroll giving provides a 
tax-efficient way for colleagues to make a 
contribution to causes that are close to their 
hearts. Around 40,000 of our employees 
donate through our Payroll Giving scheme, 
making it one of the largest of its kind in the 
UK. In 2011-12, Royal Mail colleagues and 
pensioners donated £2.4 million of much-
needed funds. This pushes our total payroll 
giving contribution to over £45 million since 
1989, helping a total of 975 charities – an 
achievement that has earned Royal Mail 
a place in the Guinness Book of Records. 
For the first time, Royal Mail is also match 
funding payroll contributions to our Charity 
of the Year up to £100,000 in total in each 
of the two years of the programme.
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Case study: 
SpeakSpeakerer’’ss P Parliaarliamentarmentaryy Pl Placacementement Schem Schemee

Royal Mail has thrown its support behind a new initiative that is opening up  
the parliamentary process to young people who are passionate about politics.  
Launched in June 2011, the Speaker’s Parliamentary Placement Scheme offers  
a dozen paid internships with MPs. The successful applicants to the cross-party  
scheme come from disadvantaged and diverse backgrounds.  

The Scheme aims to break down barriers and open doors for people who would  
normally be frozen out of politics.

For more information, see the Social Mobility Foundation’s website:  
www.socialmobility.org.uk

Case study: 
BarnarBarnardodo’’s: a frs: a fruituitfful parul partnertnershipship

Royal Mail’s employees supported children’s charity Barnardo’s as our  
major charity partner from 2008 to March 2012. During that time  
they helped raise over £2.6 million through a range of sponsored  
events, from walks and hikes to marathons and fun runs. In addition,  
over 1,000 employees volunteered for local Barnardo’s projects.  
These efforts have collectively helped to support 10,000 children and  
young people who are living in poverty, coping with disabilities and  
battling youth unemployment. Royal Mail Group has also offered work  
placements and permanent employment to over 100 young people  
from Barnardo’s projects.

Case study: 
International Purchasing award

In September 2012 Royal Mail Group received the Chartered Institute for 
Purchasing and Supply’s (CIPS) International Purchasing Project of the Year award 
for our ‘Chinese Import Fulfilment’ project. Central to the project was working with 
a Chinese organisation to boost our share of the China-Europe parcels business. 
Our procurement team drew on best practice established internationally, such as 
extensive due diligence on the supplier ZJS Express. As a result of the project we 
opened up a competitively priced service in a market which is growing by 17 per 
cent a year. 

Suppliers
Royal Mail Group is committed to 
ensuring that our suppliers maintain 
high standards of social, ethical and 
environmental conduct.

Key facts 
•  Our annual procurement spend is £2.4 

billion. The majority of this is spent within 
the UK. 

•  At any one time, Royal Mail Group is 
liaising with at least 700 different suppliers. 

Strategic priorities 
Our focus this year has been communicating 
with our suppliers on the responsible 
business practices we expect. To help make 
this clearer and more consistent we are 
developing a new Supplier Code of Conduct. 
In 2011-12, we also continued to deploy our 
audit process to check supplier compliance 
with our Responsible Procurement Policy and 
the UN Global Compact. 

Treating suppliers fairly
Our 7,500 UK-based suppliers are 
important to us. Enforcing strict criteria 
regarding suppliers’ social, ethical and 
environmental performance is a standard 
part of our procurement practices. When 
new suppliers are added to our supplier 
database we ask for confirmation that they 
adhere to our Responsible Procurement 
Policy. This policy is based on the UN Global 
Compact’s ten principles. The Chartered 
Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) 
recently recognised our efforts in this area 
by awarding Royal Mail a certificate of 
excellence for our purchasing policies and 
procedures. 

Ensuring compliance 
In 2011, we carried out an extensive 
programme to ensure supplier compliance 
with the Bribery Act (2010) and promote 
high standards of probity in our dealings with 
suppliers. This involved communicating with 
all suppliers, a risk review of all contracted 
suppliers and training for procurement 
staff. We have also implemented a process 
to revise our contracts with suppliers 
where appropriate and ensure that all new 
relationships have appropriate anti-bribery 
compliance built in.

We also participate in the Public Sector 
Ethical Trade Working Group, a forum for 
discussion and progression of social and 
ethical issues in the supply chain. The Group 
is coordinated by the Ethical Trading Initiative. 
It forms part of a European-wide network 
of organisations seeking to promote ethical 
trade principles across European public 
procurement. 

Measuring performance
Royal Mail Group continually evaluates the 
performance of our supply chain. We do 
this through a new Supplier Relationship 
Management system that is designed to 
track a supplier’s contract performance and 
relationship management activity. The system 
relies on a comprehensive database, which is 
based around a collaborative website. Group 
Procurement was responsible for rolling out 
the system across the business during 2012 
and for managing the reporting process.

The system works by creating a Dashboard 
for each supplier. This combines contractual 
commitments alongside more relationship-
based activity judged by methods such as 
perception surveys and risk assessments. 
To measure how well suppliers are 
meeting their commitments, we have 
introduced Service Level Agreements or Key 
Performance Indicators. 

The performance of our suppliers is 
measured on a monthly basis, with quarterly 
reporting to the Chief Executive Committee. 
The system enables the business to see how 
our supply chain management is progressing 
in general, as well as creating specific 
strategies for managing relationships with 
individual suppliers.

We encourage suppliers to set targets to 
improve their practice and performance on 
social, environmental and ethical issues. One 
way we do this is through our membership 
of the non-profit supply chain organisation, 
Sedex. Sedex membership requires that 
we ask relevant suppliers to fill in a self- 
assessment questionnaire on labour-related 
risks at production sites. Evidence from the 
questionnaires is then used to evaluate and 
remediate the risks in our supply chain. For 
more information on Sedex see 
www.sedexglobal.com

In 2011-12, we identified potential risks that 
could affect the performance of 46 different 
suppliers, and actions that we could take 
to mitigate these risks. Most of these relate 
to mainstream commercial operations. The 
majority of these risks were rated as ‘unlikely’ 
or ‘very unlikely’ to occur. A dozen were 
judged to be ‘amber’, which indicates a higher 
level of likelihood and are being managed 
appropriately. 

Priorities for 2012-13
We implemented the Supplier Relationship 
Management System in April 2012, at the 
end of our reporting year. Over the next 
twelve months, we will be working hard 
to phase it in across Royal Mail Group. To 
achieve this, we will run training and supplier 
engagement programmes throughout the 
year. We have already enrolled our largest 50 
suppliers in the system. 
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We are working hard to reduce our environmental 
impact and helping our customers do the same.

KPIs 2010-11 2011-12

Carbon emissions (tonnes of CO e)2 789,862 745,605

Waste (tonnes to landfill) 16,287 14,607

Waste (tonnes recycled) 14,087 19,760

Water consumed (m3) 1,589,507 1,793,954

Grams of C0 e per mail item6 
2 38.08 37.62

Key facts 
•  We were the first UK postal services 

operator to achieve Carbon Trust Standard 
certification. 

•  We have reduced our C02e emissions by 
over 20 per cent since 2004-05.

•   In 2011-12, we recycled 57.5 per cent of 
our waste.

Strategic priorities 
We aim to ensure that our business 
operations have a positive impact on 
our future and a minimal impact on the 
environment. Royal Mail covers the whole of 
the UK. The scale of our operations means 
we inevitably have a significant carbon 
footprint, but it also accounts for a significant 
degree of our cost base. We are therefore 
working hard to reduce both.

Managing and reducing our impact in a 
responsible manner will help us to save 
costs, compete more effectively and continue 
to deliver a good service to our customers.

We are currently developing our formalised 
Environmental Responsibility Strategy for 
performance improvement between now 
and 2020. The development of our strategy 
is guided by the principles of environmental 
protection, stewardship and, where practical, 
enhancement. We seek to address our 
environmental impacts and performance in 
each of the following six areas:
Climate: working to help mitigate climate 
change through a programme to reduce 
our greenhouse gas emissions, while, at 
the same time, minimising our vulnerability 
to a changing climate through adaptation 
measures.
Waste: minimising the amount of waste we 
produce, increasing the amount of waste 
we recycle, and disposing of any items that 
cannot be recycled responsibly.
Water: reducing our demand for water as 
well as targeting loss reduction across our 
estate.
Ecosystems: preserving and enhancing 
the biodiversity potential of our estate and 
minimising the impact of our operations on 
ecosystem services.
Customers and services: innovating and 
working in partnership with our suppliers 
to minimise our collective environmental 
impacts.

Heritage: acknowledging that we need to 
protect the historic buildings, collections 
and archives that form a part of our large 
property portfolio across the UK.

Responsibility for revising and overseeing 
our environment strategy lies with our newly 
constituted Environment Governance Board 
(see page 18 for more information).

World Class Mail
Our World Class Mail (WCM) programme, 
based on the principle of continuous 
improvement, covers ten areas of operational 
focus, one of which is environmental 
management.

The environment pillar of WCM has now 
been deployed at the majority of our regional 
distribution centres and mail centres: over 90 
per cent of our mail volumes pass through 
mail centres that have started their WCM 
environment pillar journey.

Working towards ISO 14001
Royal Mail is continuing its journey towards 
ISO 14001 and now has seven of its 51 mail 
centres (14 per cent) accredited. Parcelforce 
Worldwide has 100 per cent of its operations 
accredited. WCM is supporting our ambition to 
increase the proportion of the business that is 
certified to ISO 14001. 

Employee environmental engagement 
Our success depends on our people getting 
involved. Small behavioural changes can make 
big differences to our energy consumption and 
recycling levels. 

6  Grams of CO2e per mail item are calculated based 
on our total Scopes 1, 2 and 3 emissions.

We use our internal communications 
channels to make our people aware of the 
key environmental challenges facing our 
business and the initiatives we have in place 
to help manage our impacts. We also use 
these channels to celebrate some of our 
successes. 

Reducing our carbon footprint 
Given our Universal Service obligation, the 
scale of our operations means that we have a 
significant energy demand. We are, however, 
working hard to reduce our emissions and 
have already achieved some good results. 
Our total Scope 1 CO2e emissions for 
2011-12, excluding commuting, amounted 
to 462,876 tonnes, which represents a 5.6 
per cent reduction on 2010-11. Our total 
emissions have dropped by one fifth (20.1 
per cent) since the baseline year of 
2004-05.8

Carbon Trust Standard
Royal Mail was the first UK postal services 
operator to achieve the prestigious Carbon 
Trust Standard. This award recognises our 
success in reducing our carbon emissions 
after we cut emissions by 47,670 tonnes in 
two years.

CO e emissions by scope7
2 2008-09 2009-10  2010-11 2011-12

Scope 1 486,436 471,150 479,080 462,876

Scope 2 203,329 197,983 189,106 178,946

Scope 3 126,110 126,407 121,675 103,782

7  Emissions data includes Post Office Ltd (POL). In future years, POL emissions will be excluded from 
our data. Our Scope 3 emissions do not currently include commuting emissions.

CO e emissions by source2 2011-12

Fleet and transport9 60%

Buildings energy10 38%

Business travel11 2%

2020 CO2e target 
We seek to ensure that our CO2e emissions 
at the end of 2020-21 do not exceed current 
levels, maintaining a 20 per cent reduction 
against our baseline year (2004-05). 

Our new 20 per cent target is below the 34 
per cent CO2e reduction goal for 2022 that we
set previously. A variety of factors have caused 
us to recalibrate our carbon targets. One 
aspect is the projected growth in our delivery 
fleet. As we continue to deliver an increasing 
number of parcels, rather than letters, we 
must adapt our delivery methods (see case 
study: ‘Modernising transport’ on page 49). 
We had also planned to use alternative fuelled
vehicles to radically reduce our emissions. 
However, these have not yet emerged as a 
commercially and operationally viable option.

As part of our strategy, by 2020 we aim 
to deliver a 30 per cent reduction in 
buildings-related emissions, and a 10 per 
cent reduction in transport emissions. 
Particular focus will be given to improving 
energy performance at our largest energy-
consuming sites. Our modernisation 
programme will also assist the reduction 
of our carbon footprint as it will result in a 
consolidation of our property portfolio. 

8  Our baseline year emissions are for CO2 rather 
than CO2e. 2011-12 carbon emissions have been 
calculated based on Defra emission factors.

9  This includes business fleet and other road, air 
and rail emissions generated in the delivery of 
mail.

10  This includes emissions from electricity, natural 
gas, heating oil and refrigeration.

11 This includes road, air, rail and ferry emissions.
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widerwider r roll-out.oll-out.  

•  • eCO eCO2HUB: HUB: ouro2  ur bespok bespoke ee eCCOO2HUB enerHUB energgyy  
mamannagementagement da database tabase prprovides detailovides detail

2
ed sited sitee  

lleevel avel annaallyysis of enersis of energgy cy consuonsumption amption anndd  
the asthe associasociatted ed C0C02e emise emissions. eCsions. eCOO2HUBHUB  
supporsupports the rts the roll-outoll-out
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 of the  of the WWorld orld C
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Claslasss  

Mail enMail envirvironmentonment pillarpillar. In 2011-12, we. In 2011-12, we 
expaexpanded the snded the syyststem tem too incl include wude waastste ae anndd  
wwaatteerr monit monitoring.oring. 

• • Refr  Refrigeration gas replacement:igeration gas replacement:  
we hawe have developed ave developed ann £ £8.7 mill8.7 millionion  
ininvestvestmentment pr progrograamme tmme too r reeplacplace oe orr  
rremove oemove ozzone-done-deplepletieting rng reeffrigerrigeraanntt gasesgases  
used in rused in reefrigerfrigeraation ation and air-cnd air-conditioningonditioning  
ssyyststems acrems acrososs ours our  UKUK sit sites. es. This inThis investvestmentment  
is pris projectojected ted too r remove emove 2,145 t2,145 tonnes of onnes of CCOO e2
emissions 

2e  
emissions perper  yearyear b by y 2015.2015. 

••    SmSmart meters:art meters:  we arwe are ce continuing with aontinuing with a  
nanationtionwide prwide proogrgraamme tmme too insta installll el electricitectricityy  
aand gas metnd gas meterers acrs acrososs ours our esta estatte. So fe. So faarr we we  
hahave instave installlled overed over 1,629 el 1,629 electricitectricityy met metererss  
aand 1,563 nd 1,563 gas smargas smartt met meterers.s.  

••    BoBoiler temperatures:iler temperatures:  wewe ha haveve insta installlleedd  
Sabien M2GSabien M2G boil boilerer c controntrols aols att a nu a numbermber of of  
sitsites. es. TThese acthese act t too monit monitoror the t the teempermperaattururee  
oof the heaf the heating wting waatteerr a att t ten-secen-second intond interervvaals.ls.  
WWhen heahen heating demating demand incrnd increases, theeases, the  
ccontrontrol sol syyststem uses the laem uses the latteestst da datata a anndd  
autautomaomaticaticallllyy  decides whetherdecides whether mor more e burnerburnerss  
araree act actuuaalllly needed. y needed. TThe rhe reesultsult is a pot is a potentiaentiall  
sasavinving in gas cg in gas consuonsummption of 5-10 perption of 5-10 per c cent.ent.

Case study: 
Testing next generation technologies

In 2012, we began trials of an electric vehicle that was custom built for Royal Mail. 
The zero-emissions French Mia van joined our West London fleet. This is the second 
electric vehicle to be trialled by the West London Distribution Centre, which already 
operates ten hybrid diesel vans. 

The test programme builds on previous tests by Royal Mail into hydrogen-powered 
vehicles. The results of the six-week pilot programme, which was carried out in the 
Outer Hebrides, were published by Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon and Fuel 
Cell Technologies (Cenex) in October last year. For more information see: 
www.cenex.co.uk/resources. We have also installed technology that tells us how our 
vehicles are being used and will help us improve driver behaviour.

Case study: 
Double decker trailers

As a result of introducing over 500 double decker trailers, we can 
now carry 50 per cent more mail in one vehicle. This has already 
reduced our annual mileage by more than 7.6 million miles, saving 
7,000 tonnes of CO2e. We also use route planning technology to help 
us increase the efficiency of our network.

Case study: 
Modernising transport 

The type of mail we deliver is changing from small letters to large, bulkier parcels. 
This requires us to rethink our approach to deliveries. To increase safety for our 
people and improve efficiency, we need to use more vans and trolleys, and fewer 
bicycles.

At the same time, modernising our delivery methods is helping to drive 
environmental efficiences. Every cycle delivery and foot walk needs vehicles to 
support it – to provide postmen and women with replenishment pouches of mail, 
and to deliver their bulkier items. We are now phasing out these support vehicles, 
which tend to be larger, older and therefore produce more carbon emissions.

Our new Royal Mail fleet of energy-efficient vehicles will also stop the use of 
thousands of private cars on deliveries. Previously, it was common for postmen and 
women to use cars, and these emit sizable carbon emissions.
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Case study: 
Northampton – ‘Green’ 
Mail Centre

Opened two years ago, our South 
Midlands Mail Centre at Northampton 
is beginning to prove the value of 
its cutting-edge sustainable building 
design. So far, the building is 30 per 
cent more energy efficient than similar 
units. 

The total annual CO2e saving at our 
South Midlands Mail Centre is 415 
tonnes compared to a similar facility. 

Among the features helping to achieve 
improved environmental performance 
are:
•  a biomass energy boiler fuelled by 

woodchips, which saves a total of 120 
tonnes of CO2e and £3,000 in running 
costs a year.

•  a rainwater harvesting system, which 
collects water from the roof and then 
pumps on demand to be used for 
toilets and vehicle washing.

•  smart water metering.
•  solar panels capture the sun’s heat 

to produce hot water, and a 700m² 
‘solar wall’ at the back of the mail 
centre heats the building in winter. 

•  an electronic building management 
system that controls the mail centre’s 
energy use and temperature.

•  sensors in the building that adjust 
the lights according to the available 
daylight and automatically switch 
them off when a room is not being 
used. 

•  parking places for those who give a 
lift to work to one or more colleagues. 

•  bike shelters to encourage staff to 
cycle to work.

•  The total annual CO2e saving at South 
Midlands Mail Centre is 415 tonnes 
compared to a similar facility. 

•  Energy reduction and energy 
efficiency measures alone contribute 
240 tonnes of CO2e saved. 

•   Renewable energy technologies 
account for 175 tonnes of CO2e which 
would have otherwise been emitted 
if conventional fossil fuel sources had 
been used.

•  Over the building’s expected lifespan 
of 20 years this will mean a projected 
CO2e saving of 8,292 tonnes. 

Medway awarded BREEAM rating

Royal Mail’s new 15,400m3 Medway Mail 
Centre in Kent achieved a ‘very good’ rating 
from BREEAM, the leading environmental 
assessment standard. The facility, which was 
opened in September 2012, incorporates 
solar walls, rainwater harvesting, bio-mass 
boilers and solar hot water heating. 

Business travel 
We have begun a major push to reduce 
the number of business-related journeys 
taken by our people. We are continuing to 
encourage our people to use conferencing 
facilities, including audio conferencing and 
office communicator. Royal Mail has clocked 
up over one million participant minutes in the 
last 12 months. Audio conferencing usage has 
increased by 30 per cent over the last two 
years.

Recycling performance
Target waste recycling flight path

 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15

% recycling target 35% 55% 60% 65% 70%

Waste reduction
Our overall waste strategy is contained within 
the environmental pillar of our World Class 
Mail programme. It is structured according to 
the 5 Rs: refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle and 
reform.

Royal Mail has a target to recycle 70 per 
cent of recyclable waste by 2014-15. This 
is ambitious in scope when compared to 
municipal recycling targets of around 70 per 
cent by 2025. 

We continue to work together with our waste 
contractor on a national mixed recycling 
scheme across our operations. This has 
involved the replacement of 30,000 bins 
with recycling bins and the deployment of 
a further 15,000 recycling boxes. Biffa now 
collects waste from around 99.5 per cent of 
our UK sites, where previously many sites 
had local arrangements. 

We have seen an increase in recycling rates 
since the launch of the scheme. We recycled 
57.5 per cent of our waste in 2011-12, 
compared with just 6 per cent four years ago. 

This year, we have included new waste 
streams in our data, such as confidential 
waste and pallets. However, there are still 
several types of waste that we cannot 
confidently track. These include tyres and 
green waste. In the year ahead, we will aim 
to address this. The strengthening of our 
data through an improved collection process 
and an increased number of waste types 
measured have resulted in an increase in our 
reported waste volumes.

Our attention going forward will focus on the 
top 200 sites that produce 59 per cent of our 
total waste footprint. 

Returning cardboard: since 2008, we have 
baled unused flat-packed cardboard from our 
delivery offices for return to its suppliers. By 
doing this we earn rebates on our cardboard 
purchases and further cost savings as we 
no longer need to dispose of the cardboard 
ourselves. These savings equate to around 
£70,000 per year. 

Uniform recycling: every year, Royal 
Mail replaces approximately 40 tonnes of 
employee clothing and footwear. The old 
uniforms are sent back to our clothing 
supplier, Dimensions. They sort the good 
returns from those that need to be disposed 
of. These disposals are then collected and 
shredded by UK Shred, a specialist recycling 
firm. Usable garments are ‘de-branded’ and 
then resold and reused. The shredded items 
are reused in the motor industry, primarily as 
seat mouldings. 

Recycling performance

Waste (tonnes) 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

Total waste 21,757 30,374 34,267

Landfill waste 15,415 16,287 14,607

Recycled waste 6,342 14,087 19,760

% recycled 29% 46.3% 57.5%
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Case study: 
Installing LED tInstalling LED technolechnology ogy 

Our national delivery depot at Daventry stretches over a 30-acre site and  
operates for 24 hours each day. In September 2011, we introduced an  
innovative LED lighting technology as a way of reducing the environmental  
impact of artificial lighting.

The initiative involved replacing around 480 linear fluorescent lights with 140  
LED lights. This actually enhanced the light quality for our staff. It also required  
fewer lighting points, and therefore reduced energy consumption and costs. In  
fact, peak energy demand in the sorting hall is projected to fall by 27 per cent,   
saving the equivalent of 61,712kg of COO2e per year, while the depot’s total  
electricity consumption dropped by 11 per cent. The point of payback for the  
£205,000 initiative is projected for late 2016.

Case study: 
Red buckets 

A group of employees at our West Yorkshire 
site noticed thousands of rubber bands 
were being thrown away during standard 
operations. So they put out red buckets on 
the processing floor and collection pouches 
next to sorting machines. These were then 
taken to three red dustbins. In five weeks, 
the bins were brimming. The measure is 
helping save up to £7,000 per year. 

Rubber bands 
Royal Mail uses millions of rubber bands 
every year, at a cost of around £1.4 million. 
These are made from natural material, 
are non-toxic and degrade in a year or so, 
depending on weather conditions.

During 2011-12, Royal Mail introduced a 
number of new processes for collecting and 
reusing rubber bands. We also launched a 
major communication programme targeting 
littering. Our postmen and women are 
instructed not to drop bands while on their 
rounds, but to take them back to the office for 
reuse – something for which the bands are 
specifically designed. We encourage customers 
to return unused rubber bands too. 

As a result, the number of rubber bands 
that we used during the last 12 months has 
dropped by 10 per cent. We recognise that 
there is more to do, however, and we are 
committed to building on this progress.

WWaateterr s strtraateteggyy
Royal Mail recognises that water is a precious  
natural resource. We are committed to  
managing and reducing our use of it.
 
We do this by implementing technical  
solutions that reduce the amount of water  
we use and by encouraging behavioural  
change amongst our employees. We have  
fitted over 1,000 water saving devices to  
toilet cisterns to conserve water. We are also  
proactive in encouraging our employees to  
identify and report leaks, as this can help to  
prevent significant water wastage.

In our new buildings, such as the  
Northampton Mail Centre and Medway Mail  
Centre, we incorporate many water saving  
features, such as rainwater harvesting and  
smart water meters (see page 50 for more  
information).

Over the past year we have significantly  
improved the quality of our water data. As a  
result, we have seen an increase of 13 per  
cent in reportable water consumption. While  
water billing continues to be a challenge,  
we are seeing improved levels of accuracy  
since we included water use in our eCO2HUB 
environmental management system (see  
page 48 for more information).

Water use Water use m3m3

2009-102009-10 1,679,2131,679,213

2010-112010-11 1,589,5071,589,507

2011-122011-12 1,793,9541,793,954

OurOur pr products aoducts and sernd servvicices es 
WWe re rececognise thaognise thatt bus businesinesses ases andnd  
cconsuonsumermers ws waantnt t to impro improve the ove the 
enenvvirironmental peronmental perfformaormancnce of thee of theirir  
mailings amailings and we wnd we waantnt t to o prprovide them ovide them 
wiwith the prth the products aoducts and sernd servicvices tes to do so. o do so. 

Direct marketing: Direct marketing: we are committed to  
helping the mail industry meet the UK  
Government’s environmental targets for  
direct marketing. We continue to work  
with the Direct Marketing Association to  
ensure we are consistent with PAS 2020,  
the industry standard for reducing the  
environmental impact of direct marketing.

Sustainable Advertising Mail:Sustainable Advertising Mail: Ro Royyalal Mail  Mail 
created Sustainable Advertising Mail so that  
our customers can meet their environmental  
commitments whilst continuing to market  
in the way that works for them. As part of  
this service, we provide customers with  
a Sustainable Advertising Mail calculator.
This enablThis enables them tes them to woro workk out out the C the COO2e e
comparison, cradle to grave, of Sustainable  
Advertising Mail and non-Sustainable Mail  
mailings. Those that choose Sustainable  
Advertising Mail receive a price incentive. In  
addition, they are able to demonstrate their  
commitment to recycling, sustainability and  
reducing waste. To ensure the specification is  
up to date with current sustainable thinking,  
we have aligned it to PAS 2020 – the  
environmental standard for direct marketing.  
Royal Mail Wholesale also offers Responsible  
Mail, which provides the same environmental  
specification as Sustainable Advertising Mail.

Mailing house scheme:Mailing house scheme: Royal Mail operates  
a mailing house scheme that promotes  
a high standard of mail presentation  
and addressing accuracy. The Scheme  
also incentivises mailing houses to be  
environmentally responsible. To be eligible,  
the mailing house production facilities must  
be environmentally accredited and provide  
a valid certificate to Royal Mail as evidence  
of this. 101 mailing houses have achieved  
the standard and are rewarded by us with a  
financial incentive, giving mailing houses that  
invest in a certified standard the opportunity  
to recoup their investment.
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Forest Stewardship Council: Forest Stewardship Council: RRooyyaal Mail l Mail 
was one of the first postal operators in  
the world to have its stamps and philatelic  
products certified by the Forest Stewardship  
Council (FSC) – meaning they have been  
made with fibre sourced from responsibly  
managed forests. FSC is a system of forest  
certification and product labelling that  
promotes the use of materials from  
well-managed forests and recycled sources.

The WThe Woodloodlaand nd TTrruustst  
Parcelforce Worldwide was the first UK  
carrier to offer a Woodland Carbon service.  
Customers can choose to donate 5p for  
a UK delivery or 10p for an international  
delivery to offset the carbon that would be  
produced by conveying their parcel. Investing  
in Woodland Carbon supports the protection  
and expansion of forests and woodland that  
absorb greenhouse gases and neutralise  
residual emissions.

PPrriorities fiorities foorr 2012-13 2012-13 
•  •  Buildings: Buildings: we will inwe will investvest over over £10 mill £10 million ion 

over the next four years in improving the  
energy efficiency of our buildings. We will  
focus on tackling the sites that currently  
use the most energy.  

•  •  WaWater: ter: we will focus on baselining our we will focus on baselining our 
water usage this year to help inform any  
future reduction strategies.

•  •  Waste: Waste: ourour new suppl new supplierier wi will be tll be tarargegetteed d 
to divert 80 per cent of our waste away  
from landfill by 2015-16.

•  •  RecRecycling:ycling: we ar we are e plaplanninnning a majorg a major  
internal communications campaign to raise  
employee awareness of the importance of  
recycling.

FFuurrtherther inf informaormation tion 

DDepareparttmentment f foorr Ener Energy agy and Cnd Cllimaimattee C Chhaannge: ge:
http://www.decc.gov.uk/ http://www.decc.gov.uk/ 

EnEnvirvironmentonment Agenc Agencyy: :
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/ http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/ 

CCararbon Tbon Trrust: ust: 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/ http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/ 

CCararbon Disclosurbon Disclosure Pe Prroject: oject: 
https://www.cdproject.net/ https://www.cdproject.net/ 

BiffBiffa: a: 
http://www.biffa.co.uk/ http://www.biffa.co.uk/ 

WWooodlaodlandnd TTrruust: st: 
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/ http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/ 

CCentrentree of Ex of Exccellellencence fe foorr L Loow w CCararbon bon 
aand Fnd Fuuel Cel Cell ell TTechnoloechnologies:gies:
www.cenex.co.uk/resourceswww.cenex.co.uk/resources
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Employee data
LA1 – Total workforce by employment type, 
contract and region.

By region Headcount Rate

Anglia 17,621 11.7%

London 10,569 7.0%

Midlands 21,285 14.1%

North East 19,902 13.2%

North West 17,691 11.7%

Northern Ireland 3,606 2.4%

Scotland 12,824 8.5%

South East 20,846 13.8%

South West 26,002 17.2%

Non region-specific 810 0.6%

Total 151,156

By contract Headcount Rate

Permanent 141,923 93.9%

Temporary 9,233 6.1%

Total 151,156

By type Headcount Rate

Full time 125,106 82.8%

Part time 26,050 17.2%

Total 151,156

LA13 – Distribution per category of gender, age, minority group, other diversity indicators. Also see page 32.

Summary age distribution

<30 30-49 50+

Governance body 0.0% 20.0% 80.0%

Senior Managerial 2.7% 67.9% 29.4%

Managerial 5.6% 63.1% 31.4%

Administration 10.0% 55.0% 35.0%

Operational 10.4% 56.1% 33.5%

LA2 – No. and rate of employee turnover by age, gender and region.

Leavers by region Headcount Rate

Anglia 1,449 0.96%

London 1,298 0.86%

Midlands 1,819 1.20%

North East 1,378 0.91%

North West 1,334 0.88%

Northern Ireland 275 0.18%

Scotland 1,328 0.88%

South East 1,609 1.06%

South West 2,143 1.42%

Non region-specific 68 0.04%

Total 12,701 8.4%

Leavers by age - 
simplified

Headcount Rate

<30 2,438 1.6%

30 - 49 4,988 3.3%

50+ 5,275 3.5%

Total 12,701 8.4%

Leavers by gender Headcount Rate

Female 2,177 1.44%

Male 10,524 6.96%

Total 12,701 8.4%

Joiners by region

Anglia

London

Headcount

1,105

588

Rate

0.73%

0.39%

Midlands 1,190 0.79%

North East 958 0.63%

North West 901 0.60%

Northern Ireland 96 0.06%

Scotland 937 0.62%

South East 1,244 0.82%

South West 1,737 1.15%

Non region-specific

Total

25

8,781

0.02%

5.8%

Joiners by age - 
simplified

Headcount Rate

<30 3,823 2.5%

30 - 49 3,754 2.5%

50+ 1,204 0.8%

Total 8,781 5.8%

Joiners by gender Headcount Rate

Female 1,411 0.93%

Male 7,370 4.87%

Total 8,781 5.8%

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Index
Our GRI Index has been checked by Corporate Citizenship. Corporate Citizenship confirms that in their view the Index meets the requirement of 
B+ as set out in the GRI G3.1 Guidelines.

G3 Indicator Description 2011-12 response

Strategy and analysis 

1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the pages 4-5.
organisation. 

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities. CRR 2011-12 pages 6-11, ARFS 2011-12 Our 
Strategy pages 12-18, Business Risk pages 50-53. 

Strategy and analysis 

2.1 Name of the organisation. Royal Mail Group.

2.2 Primary brands, products and/or services. ARFS 2011-12 pages 31-36.

2.3 Operational structure of the organisation, including main ARFS 2011-12 Group Legal Structure page 5, CRR 
divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures. 2011-12 page 7.

2.4 Location of organisation’s headquarters. 100 Victoria Embankment London EC4Y 0HQ.

2.5 Number of countries where the organisation operates, and names Royal Mail Group operates in over 42 countries. The 
of countries with either major operations or that are specifically vast majority of operations are in the UK, with over 90 
relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the Report. per cent of employees based there.

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. See ARFS 2011-12 Group Legal Structure page 5. 
Royal Mail Holdings PLC is directly owned by HM 
Government and is ultimate parent company of the 
Group.

2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, ARFS 2011-12 Our Businesses pages 31-38.
and types of customers/beneficiaries).

2.8 Scale of the reporting organisation. ARFS 2011-12 pages 31-37.

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, Post Office Limited and Royal Mail Group have become 
structure or ownership. sister companies. Refer to page 6, 25 for further details.

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. Royal Mail Group won a Gold Managing Occupational 
Road Risk medal in the 2011 RoSPA Occupational 
Health and Safety Awards, and a Silver in the 2011 
‘Opportunity Now’ Awards. Sustainable Mail received 
a Big Tick award for Sustainable Marketing and 
Innovation from Business in the Community (BITC).

Strategy and analysis 

3.1 Reporting period (e.g. fiscal/calendar year) for information Fiscal year 2011-12.
provided.

3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any). 2010-11.

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc). Annual.

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the Report or its contents. corporateresponsibility@royalmail.com

3.5 Process for defining Report content. page 66.
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3.6 Boundary of the Report (e.g. countries, divisions, subsidiaries, This Report covers all UK operations and associate 
leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). See GRI Boundary companies where we have a controlling interest.
Protocol for further guidance.

3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the Operations outside the UK, e.g. GLS, are not covered in 
Report (see completeness principle for explanation of scope). this Report. Our UK operation accounted for over 

90 per cent of our employees in 2011-12.

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, As above.
outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly 
affect comparability from period to period and/or between 
organisations.

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, Explanations for data points are provided in 
including assumptions and techniques underlying estimations relevant sections of the Report, e.g. Our Environment, 
applied to the compilation of the Indicators and other information page 46; Health and Wellbeing, page 29; Employee 
in the Report. Explain any decisions not to apply, or to Engagement, page 31. Carbon emissions data for 
substantially diverge from, the GRI Indicator Protocols. 2011-12 in the Our Environment section is calculated 

using 2011 Defra emission factors.

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information None.
provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement 
(e.g. mergers/acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of 
business, measurement methods).

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, None.
boundary, or measurement methods applied in the Report.

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the pages 57-63.
Report. 

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external pages 64-66.
assurance for the Report. 

Strategy and analysis 

4.1 Governance structure of the organisation, including committees ARFS 2011-12 Corporate Governance page 41.
under the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, 
such as setting strategy or organisational oversight. 

4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also Separate Chairman and CEO roles.
an executive officer.

4.3 For organisations that have a unitary board structure, state the Seven, see ARFS 2011-12 Corporate Governance 
number of members of the highest governance body that are page 41.
independent and/or non-executive members.

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide Shareholders are not applicable as UK government 
recommendations or direction to the highest governance body. sole shareholder. Justsayit and other internal channels 

allow employees to communicate with senior 
management including the Board.

4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the highest ARFS 2011-12 Directors’ Remuneration Report 
governance body, senior managers, and executives (including pages 72-83.
departure arrangements), and the organisation’s performance 
(including social and environmental performance).

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure Board members are required to declare any conflicts of 
conflicts of interest are avoided. interest at the start of each Board meeting. Directors 

sign a contract annually identifying external roles that 
might lead to conflicts. For any conflicts identified, the 
Company Secretary puts processes in place to remove 
the risk of conflict, e.g. exclusion from relevant Board 
discussions. Two members – the Senior Independent 
Director and Chair of Audit – are appointed to ensure 
that this is carried out appropriately.

4.7 Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of Our annual Board efficiency review identifies gaps in 
the members of the highest governance body for guiding the skills and knowledge. A review is also undertaken when 
organisation’s strategy on economic, environmental and social a new Chair is appointed. We engage a search partner 
topics. to identify candidates with particular skills, with final 

approval by the Secretary of State.

4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of Our Code of Business Standards identifies our missions 
conduct, and principles relevant to economic, environmental and and values and our expectations of our employees. A 
social performance and the status of their implementation. revised version of the Code was released in late 2012.

4.9 Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the CRR 2011-12 page 18, ARFS pages 64-71.
organisation’s identification and management of economic, 
environmental and social performance, including relevant 
risks and opportunities, and adherence or compliance with 
internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct and principles. 

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s See material on performance evaluation of the Board 
own performance, particularly with respect to economic, at ARFS 2011-12 Corporate Governance page 65. 
environmental and social performance. Performance evaluation of the Board, its Committees 

and individual Directors takes place on an annual 
basis with the support of the Company Secretary. 
Individual member performance review is carried out 
as follows: the Chairman reviews the CEO and the 
non-executives; the CEO reviews the Chief Financial 
Officer and Managing Director; non-executives review 
the Chairman. The Chief Executive’s Committee decides 
the Balanced Scorecard aspects; the Remuneration 
Committee reviews these annually and sets objectives 
for the CEO, CFO and Managing Director of Operations; 
this is approved by the Secretary of State and Treasury.

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or Governance in ARFS pages 69-70.
principle is addressed by the organisation. 

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social United Nations Global Compact, see page 66.
charters, principles or other initiatives to which the organisation 
subscribes or endorses. 

4.13 Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/ Public Sector Ethical Trade Working Group, Sedex.
or national/international advocacy organisations in which the 
organisation: has positions in governance bodies; participates 
in projects or committees; provides substantive funding beyond 
routine membership dues; or views membership as strategic. 

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation. page 16.
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4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom page 7, 16.
to engage. 

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of page 16, 23-25, 31-32.
engagement by type and by stakeholder group. 

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through pages 22-25, 31-32.
stakeholder engagement, and how the organisation has 
responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its 
reporting.

Economic

DMA Objectives and results. ARFS pages 16-17, 38-39. CRR 2011-12 
page 40 Impact on UK Economy. ARFS pages 31-36 
Our Businesses.

DMA Responsibilities. ARFS pages 64-71.

DMA Policy. ARFS pages 64-71.

DMA Monitoring. ARFS pages 64-71.

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, including 
revenues, operating costs, employee compensation, donations 
and other community investments, retained earnings, and 
payments to capital providers and governments.

ARFS pages 83-95. Charitable Contributions CRR 
2011-12 page 38, 40.

EC3 Coverage of the organisation’s defined benefit plan obligations. ARFS 2011-12 Note 9 Employee Benefits - Pensions 
pages 97-101.

EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect economic 
impacts, including the extent of impacts. 

We commissioned an economic impact assessment 
through the Centre for Economics and Business 
Research. Reference page 40 for key findings.

Environment

DMA Objectives and results. Environment Strategy page 46. Our Environment 
section pages 46-54.

DMA Responsibilities. Our recently appointed Environmental Governance 
Board oversees our environmental approach.

DMA Policy. We have always worked to manage our environmental 
impacts. To continue to improve our performance, 
we are in the process of developing an overarching 
Environmental Strategy and Policy, see page 46, 
Environmental Strategy.

DMA Monitoring. Our Environment section pages 46, 47, 51, 53. Site 
monitoring and implementation is under our World 
Class Mail programme page 15.

DMA Environmental Performance Indicators. page 46.

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source. Purchased core gas = 1,855,667 GJ; oil (kerosene) = 
2,949 GJ; diesel = 11,383 GJ; gas oil = 56,681 GJ; 
LPG = 1,334 GJ.

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source. Core electricity = 1,021,390 GJ; CHP = 138,427 GJ; 
photo voltaics = 161 GJ; wood chip = 60 GJ.

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. page 47.

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. Total waste: 34,367 tonnes. Waste sent to landfill, 
non-hazardous: 14,604 tonnes; hazardous: 2 tonnes. 
Waste recycled, non-hazardous: 19,305 tonnes; 
hazardous: 454 tonnes.

Labour practices and decent work

DMA Objectives and results. Diversity, pages 32-34; Health and Wellbeing, pages 
28-30; Learning and Development, pages 36-37; 
Labour Relations, page 32.

DMA Responsibilities. Responsibility lies with our HR team, led by Group 
Director of HR, John Duncan.

DMA Policy. We have a range of internal policies supporting fair 
labour practices and decent work, including our Code 
of Business Standards, Equality and Fairness Policy 
and Working with Unions Policy.

DMA Monitoring. We conduct regular reviews of our internal policies. 
Important feedback is also received through our 
Employee Opinion Survey. Regular monitoring is 
undertaken and forms a key element of our Corporate 
Scorecard, page 13.

LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract and Total UK workforce for 2012 (calculated on a 
region. headcount basis) was 151,156. See page 56 for 

further breakdown. 

LA2 No. and rate of employee turnover by age, gender and region. page 56.

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining The vast majority of our colleagues (approximately 
agreements. 98 per cent) are covered by collective bargaining 

agreements. Only senior managers, of which there 
are just over 2,000, are not formally covered under 
collective agreements. 

LA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint Around 98 per cent are represented in formal health 
management-worker health and safety committees that help and safety arrangements with our unions. There is 
monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs. a corporate level safety and health committee which 

deals with strategic issues and is part of the Group 
policy and arrangements facilities. In addition there 
are regular meetings at Group and Business Unit level 
between the safety and health leads with the senior 
trade union safety representatives.

LA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade Our formal agreements with trade unions cover health 
unions. and safety. All topics identified in GRI are covered by 

agreements or policies. Our UK standards emulate ILO 
standards.

LA13 Distribution per category of gender, age, minority group, other pages 32, 56.
diversity indicators.
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Human rights

DMA Objectives and results. Diversity, pages 32-34. Dignity and Respect, page 34. 
Working with unions, page 32. See our Transparency 
agenda in the ARFS, pages 57-59.

DMA Responsibilities. Responsibility lies with our HR team, led by Group 
Director of HR, John Duncan.

DMA Policy. Our Code of Business Standards identifies our 
expectations of our employees. In line with UK 
legislation and our specific security requirements, all 
employees are required to demonstrate their identity 
and age. We operate in the UK and have no issues of 
forced or compulsory labour and we work with our 
unions in developing collective bargaining agreements, 
see page 32.

DMA Monitoring. ARFS pages 57-59.

HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of In line with UK legislation and our specific security 
child labour, and measures taken to contribute to the elimination requirements all employees are required to 
of child labour. demonstrate their identity and age. We also seek to 

manage child labour risks in our supply chain through 
our procurement process. All suppliers are expected 
to adhere to the UN Declaration of Human Rights. We 
undertake audits of high risk (by location or industry) 
sites to verify performance.

Society

DMA Objectives and results. pages 39-45.

DMA Responsibilities. We maintain a Home Office-recognised professional 
criminal investigation team that complies with all 
tenets of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, and 
a team of criminal lawyers that operates under the 
auspices of the Code of Public Prosecutors. 

DMA Policy. Our Code of Business Standards sets out our 
expectations of employees. Our revised Code was 
released in late 2012.

DMA Monitoring. ARFS pages 57-59.

SO2 Percentage and total number of business units analysed for risks 
related to corruption. 

All 23 units have been risk assessed.

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organisation’s anti-corruption 
policies and procedures. 

Bribery Act and its implication have been communicated 
to all managers and employees via e-mail, internal 
newspaper or WTLL (Worktime Listening and Learning) 
and all higher risk populations/units have been through 
workshops. In terms of the more general population, to 
date 62 per cent of all central function managers have 
completed our e-learning modules and been tested.

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. ARFS page 58.

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political 
parties, politicians, and related institutions by country.

ARFS page 56.

Product responsibility

DMA Objectives and results. ARFS pages 57-59.

DMA Responsibilities. CR practices are embedded within Royal Mail, including 
in our marketing activities. We maintain a Home 
Office-recognised professional criminal investigation 
team that complies with all tenets of the Police and 
Criminal Evidence Act, and a team of criminal lawyers 
that operates under the auspices of the Code of Public 
Prosecutors. 

DMA Policy. Our Code of Business Standards sets out our 
expectations of employees.

DMA Monitoring. ARFS pages 57-59.

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and There were no prosecutions under Health and Safety 
voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of products regulation non-compliance for 2011-12. 
and services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes. No improvement or prohibition notices were issued. 

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of pages 22-25.
surveys measuring customer satisfaction. 

PR7 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and There were no incidents of non-compliance with 
voluntary codes concerning marketing communications, including regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing 
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes. communications, including advertising, promotion, and 

sponsorship in 2011-12.
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Scope and objectives 
Two Tomorrows (Europe) Limited has undertaken independent 
assurance of the Royal Mail Group (RMG) Corporate Responsibility 
Report 2011-12, for the first time reported against the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Reporting Guidelines.

The scope of the assurance includes: 
•  data indicators as shown in the GRI Reporting Index covering 

Environment, Labour Practices and Decent Work, Human Rights, 
Society and Product Responsibility as identified by the prefixes ‘EN’, 
‘LA’, ‘HR’, ‘SO’ and ‘PR’.

•  material claims made in the report. 

We used the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Quality of Information 
Principles of Balance, Clarity, Accuracy, Timeliness, Comparability, 
Reliability as suitable criteria for providing limited assurance over this 
performance information. 

Responsibilities and statement of independence 
The Corporate Responsibility Report 2011-12 and the data it 
contains are the responsibility of Royal Mail Group. 

Two Tomorrows (Europe) Ltd was not involved in the preparation of 
any part of the Report or data. We have no other contract with Royal 
Mail Group. We have provided CSR and CR report assurance to Royal 
Mail Group for the periods 2003-05, 2009-11 and prior to 2001 we 
conducted various consulting assignments.

Our statement represents our independent opinion and is intended to 
inform all of Royal Mail Group’s stakeholders, including management.

Our team comprised Dave Knight, Anne Euler and Priti Nigam. 
Further information, including individual competencies relating to the 
team, can be found at: www.twotomorrows.com

Basis of our opinion 
We reviewed consolidated Group data, underlying data collection 
systems and processes, as well as supporting evidence for sample 
checks on specific data. Checks for data, when generated at individual 
offices or mail centres, were not undertaken. Sample data was 
selected using the GRI materiality principle. We interviewed data 
owners to assess understanding of the systems, processes and data. 

We reviewed drafts of the report and selected a sample of claims 
informed by the GRI materiality principle. We reviewed the accuracy 
of these claims by requesting and checking supporting evidence. 

Our opinion 
On the basis of the work undertaken, nothing has come to our 
attention to suggest that these data have not been properly 
collated from information reported at operational level, nor that the 
assumptions utilised were inappropriate. We are not aware of any 
errors that would materially affect the reported data in the CR report.

Observations and recommendations 
Without affecting our assurance opinion we also provide the 
following observations and recommendations:

1.   Overall, we were confident that Royal Mail Group has robust 
processes and systems in place to collect information for the 
in-scope KPIs included in the Report. 

2.  The Corporate Balanced Scorecard and Strategic Framework 
clearly articulate how KPIs are measured, the incentive structure 
and the resulting performance against SMART targets. 

3.  Business restructuring, such as the transition to separating from 
the Post Office Limited, has required changes to data collection 
practices, which are being implemented. We recommend that 
different reporting boundaries continue to be stated to aid 
interpretation of the data. Evidence and data collection processes 
for carbon footprint and emissions data are more complete and 
have improved since last year.

 a.  Royal Mail Group currently collects commuting CO2 data 
and we recommend that this is included in future Scope 3 
reporting. 

4.  Automation of all data sets has reduced the risk of errors and 
improved data reliability.

 a.  Royal Mail Group is continuing efforts to increase automation 
of energy and water data, and we would encourage these 
efforts in order to reduce estimation of electricity, gas and 
water data and increase accuracy and transparency of data 
flows. In particular, water data continues to be based on a 
significant number of estimates. We recommend reducing the 
volume of estimated data over time.

 b.  Further automation of people management information using 
the PSP system has resulted in data error risk reduction and 
improved auditability.

5.  Waste metrics are now more complete, with additional streams 
being reported this year. This has resulted in the overall waste 
volume rising.

6.  There is currently an assumption that data obtained from waste 
contractors is robust. We would recommend that in accordance 
with best practice Royal Mail performs periodic audits on waste 
data obtained from waste contractors in order to increase 
oversight and ensure robustness of data.

Two Tomorrows (Europe) Limited
London, 30 November 2012

Dave Knight – Sustainability Services Director
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Scope 
This is our tenth Royal Mail Group Corporate Responsibility Report. 
It covers our UK operations and includes performance data for the 
financial year 2011-12. Given the significant improvements that we 
have made to our corporate responsibility strategy, the Report also 
contains reference to events that have taken place outside of the 
reporting period. Where that is the case, we make it explicit. Our last 
report was published in January 2012 and covered the financial year 
2010-11. 
 
Royal Mail Group’s corporate responsibility strategy encompasses all 
Royal Mail Group business units, including Parcelforce Worldwide. 
On 1 April 2012, Royal Mail Group and Post Office Limited became 
sister companies. We have sought to separate out as much Post 
Office Limited data as possible in this Report. However, as Post Office 
Limited was part of Royal Mail Group up until the end of the financial 
year 2011-12, financial data includes Post Office Limited. In addition, 
the environmental data we have disclosed includes our Post Office 
Limited footprint. Our UK operations, including Post Office Limited, 
accounted for over 90 per cent of our employee base and 84 per 
cent of our revenues in 2011-12. All other data excludes Post Office 
Limited and relates to Royal Mail’s UK operations.

Our materiality process
In 2011, we completed a major review of our corporate responsibility 
and community investment strategies. This exercise, as well as 
the ongoing work of our Communications Action Group (CAG), has 
informed all corporate responsibility activity, including the preparation 
of this Report. 

The CAG considers all issues and events that present a good 
opportunity for the Group or that might present a reputational risk. 
Included within this remit is responsibility for shaping Royal Mail 
Group’s corporate responsibility strategy and consideration of all 
issues related to corporate responsibility, including those that are 
related to Royal Mail’s modernisation programme. The CAG meets 
monthly and is chaired by our CEO.

Differences from last year’s Report 
Just as we are improving the quality of our financial reporting, in 
addition we are seeking to strengthen our sustainability reporting 
in our annual Corporate Responsibility Report. This year, we are 
reporting against the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Index for the 
first time. Under the GRI, we have achieved a B+ rating.

Independent assurance 
This is the fourth Royal Mail Group Corporate Responsibility Report 
which has been formally assured by Two Tomorrows (Europe) 
Limited. We appreciate this independent verification of and opinion 
on our reported activity. Please refer to the ‘Independent assurance 
statement’ on page 64 for more information. 

We are a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact and are 
working to meet its principles. This Report meets our United Nations 
Global Compact Communication on Progress requirements. We 
continue to use the principles of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
to guide our reporting. Our GRI Index has been checked by Corporate 
Citizenship. Corporate Citizenship confirms that in their view the Index 
meets the requirement of B+ as set out in the GRI G3.1 Guidelines. 

We have printed only a limited number of hard copies of this Report, 
in order to minimise waste.



Royal Mail is ranked Platinum in Business in the 
Community’s Corporate Responsibility Index.

Royal Mail is a winner of RobecoSAM’s 
sustainability distinctions for 2013.

Royal Mail, the Cruciform, the colour red and Parcelforce Worldwide logo are registered trademarks of Royal Mail Group Limited.
Corporate Responsibility Report © Royal Mail Group Limited 2012. All rights reserved.
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